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Abstract

In the assessment administration process for County

Service Areas (CSA)'s, policies and prLcedures that are

established must be able to answer one||3uestion as it relates
to organization and function:
■

■

why do we do what we do?

■

■

■

This paper defines the statutory authority of CSA's and

provides a history of one county service area — CSA 143 —
and illustrates some of the problems associated with current
CSA assessment administration policy.

These problems include

inefficient policies, poor budgetary procedures, and, most
importantly, a lack of proven administrative procedures

f

that can effectively explain and justify the assessment
process for CSA's.

Recommendations given to improve the assessment process
for CSA's include improving the annexation process, developing

a clear nexus between assessments and benefits received by

property owners, establishing effective budgetary procedures,
improving the public hearing and public notice process, and

eliminating the overcharge of assessments to property owners

and the need to provide credits in future years.
It is intended that the result of this paper will promote

discussion and improve the assessment acbainistration process
for CSA's throughout the state.

•

•

•
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Statutory Authority of CSA^s

County Seryice Areas (CSA)'s are established as benefit
assessment districts pursuant to California Goyernment Code

25210.2., known as the County Service Area Law.

The main

purpose of a CSA is to provide municipal services i.e. parks
and recreation, street lighting, road maintenance, recycling
and refuse collection, etc. and charge individual property

owners an assessment on their property tax bill based on the
benefit received.

In theory, the main foundation of the CSA

assessment is to be able to provide a nexus between the amount
of benefit received by the property owner and the amount of

the assessment levied to the property owner. The more benefit
the property owner receives increases the level of fees that
would be charged to that property owner.

Statement of the Problem

On January 1, 1991, with the incorporation of the City of
Temecula, the City began to administer parks and recreation,

street lighting, and slope maintenance services from CSA 143,
which was previously governed by the Board of Supervisors for

Riverside County.

The City of Temecula inherited an

administrative process that was riddled with inefficiencies,
poor budgetary processes, ineffective operating procedures.

and, most importantly, a lack of justification as to why the

CSA was ppetatJ,ng«according to the current administrative
practices.

Also, many property owners were assessed for services
that were never received, and there was no justification as to

why different property owners were charged different fees. In
some cases, property owners who lived on the same street were

charged different assessments.

As a result, the City of

Temecula completely reorganized the methodology and procedural
process to develop an assessment program that was

understandable and could be justified in terms of benefits
received to the amount charged. This process took the City of
Temecula approximately two years to complete.

On July 1, 1993, the City of Murrieta also began to

administer many municipal services formerly offered by CSA
143.

Murrieta also inherited the same poor management and

budgetary practices that Temecula experienced two years
before.

However, complaints from city staff and property

owners in Murrieta were so great that the Board of Supervisors
finally decided to analyze the operating practices of all of
its CSA's to determine their effectiveness.

On July 15, 1993, the Board of Supervisors for Riverside
County directed its Administrative Office to perform a full
review of CSA 143 to provide background information concerning

the establishment of the CSA, assess the Board's policy on the
formation of such CSA's, determine how assessments were

developed and levied in CSA 143, and what alternative
mechanisms could serve in place of CSA 143.

Purpose of Paper

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the results of

the County's audit regarding the administration of CSA's and

provide recommendations that can assist in improving the
effectiveness of the assessment administration process for
CSA's.

The result will: (1) inform the reader regarding the

statutory authority and history of CSA 143, (2) give an
understanding of the types of services provided by a CSA,
(3) compare the administration of CSA's to other types of

assessment districts i.e. Community Service Districts,
(4) provide an analysis of the policies, procedures, and
processes of current CSA assessment administration, and
(5) develop a list of recommendations that are supported by
literature in the public administration field to assist in
improving the assessment administration process for CSA's.

Chapter 2

Historical Perspective of CSA Assessments

Historv of CSA 143

CSA's have the authority to levy assessments based upon
California Government Code Section 25210.2.

To form a CSA,

the governing board must adopt a resolution of intention to
form the CSA at a noticed public hearing where all affected

property owners within the boundaries of the CSA can comment
on the proposed formation.

The proposal to establish CSA 143 was initiated by Rancho
Consultants Financial Incorporated, who was the sole landowner

at that time, and was approved by the Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO) on September 26, 1985.

As approved by

LAFCO, CSA had three authorized service functions: (1) street

lighting, (2) refuse collection and (3) parks and recreation
services.

On December 5, 1985, following a public hearing on

the matter, the Board of Supervisors, acting as the Conducting
Authority, adopted Resolution No. 85-650 ordering the
formation of CSA 143.^
In 1987, the Board of Supervisors formed a Task Force on

County Service Area Formation and Use Policy to provide joint
community/county review of current policy and to make

recommendations for amendments to the existing policy.^ At
the time, the County was concerned with the liability

associated with maintaining and operating common areas.

On

November 24, 1987, based on the unanimous recommendation of
the Task Force, the Board of Supervisors approved a new policy
on the formation and use of CSA's.

The main aspect of this

recommendation was the use of "dormant homeowners

associations" to reduce the liability incurred by the CSA when

maintaining common areas.

As a result of this policy, when

new residential developments were proposed within a CSA,
instead of requiring a homeowners association to maintain
common areas, the CSA was identified to provide landscape
maintenance services with the ability to activate a homeowners

association through the "dormant homeowners association."
The task force also recommended the following policies:

1.

A CSA should only be formed when it is
important to the health and safety of residents
and if the registered voters and/or property
owners in the area clearly demonstrate by

majority petition that they desire and are
willing to pay for an increased level of
services.

2.

A duplication of other goveriunent services is
highly discouraged and should not be formed if
similar government services are being provided.

3.

Parks, recreation and community facilities and
other common areas i.e. parkways, slopes, and

community entry features along major roadways
and thoroughfares should be operated and
maintained by the CSA.

4.

The county should accept ownership of common

areas and natural open space areas or corridors
set aside for environmental mitigation.
5.

A CSA must be able to sustain financially its
level of service.

6.

Advisory Committees should be formed to

oversee the functions of the CSA and provide

recommendations to the Board of Supervisors.
7.

CSA's will be assessed annually for expenses

incurred in administering the functions of the
CSA.

8.

Whenever possible, previously existing CSA's
shall be made to conform to the above

policies.^
Many CSA's within the county were reorganized to reflect

the above policies adopted by the Board of Supervisors,

including CSA 143.

These policies regarding CSA's are still

in effect today.
6

However, when Temecula took over these municipal services
from CSA 143 in January, 1991, the City formed a Community
Services District (CSD).

Although the CSD functions are

similar to the CSA, the CSD collects rates and charges in

order to provide services and maintain improvements within the
CSD boundaries. CSD's are formed pursuant to Section 61621 of
the Government Code. Until recently, CSD's had a higher level

of public accountability than did CSA's because of public
noticing requirements of CSD's.

It was not until July, 1993,

because of a change in State law, that CSA's also had to send

public notices to every property owner within the CSA
boundary, which provide information regarding the proposed
assessments for the upcoming fiscal year as well as the
location, date, and time of the public hearing.

Lack of

accountability in the past of CSA's has contributed greatly to

the poor procedures established by the County of Riverside.
When Temecula assvimed responsibility for the

administration of parks, street lights, and slope maintenance
from CSA 143 on January 1, 1991, staff tried to retrieve
budgetary information that would justify the rationale behind
the amount of the various assessments that were levied.

At

this time, CSA 143 had three zones of benefit: (1) Parks, (2)
Zone A - Street Lighting and Slope Maintenance, and (3) Zone

B - Old Town Temecula Street Lighting.

In the boxes of files that were delivered to the City by

CSA 143, there; were active files mixed with inactive ones and
absolutely no information on how various budgetary figures
were calculated for the public services.

Fxirther, there was

no information regarding what slopes were being maintained by
the CSA, where these slopes were located, and what areas
within certain residential tracts the CSA was responsible for

maintaining since the CSA had no legal descriptions of any of
the slope maintenance areas.

Compounding this problem, the City began to receive many

phone calls from property owners requesting justification as
to why certain assessments were levied, why their assessments
had increased if they did not receive any additional benefit,
and why would people within the same residential tract pay
differing assessments.

The City received over 1,000 such

phone calls and 500 written protests regarding the proposed

assessments for FY 1990-91 and, unfortunately, city staff
could not answer any questions as to why certain assessments
were being proposed.

In the many conversations with the staff from CSA 143,

(questions asked regarding certain procedures and policies
of the CSA included the following:

1.

Why were street lighting costs combined with
slope maintenance costs in one zone of benefit?

2.

Why are the boundaries of certain zones of

benefit not contiguous with the boundaries of
CSA 143?

3.

Why does the annexation procedure levy an
assessment for slope maintenance first, then
accept certain slope areas for maintenance?

4.

Why are slope maintenance areas accepted in fee

title instead of accepting an easement deed for
maintenance purposes?

In these and many other questions, the standard response
was "That's the way we've always done it." It was apparent to

city staff that CSA 143 did not have the ability to answer one
important question as it related to its organization and
function:

Why?

Osborne and Gaebler's "Reinventing Government" focus on

how the federal, state, and local governments operate, and

they provide recommendations to improve their effectiveness by
making government more entrepreneurial in its approach. They
believe "to melt the fat, we must change the basic incentives

that drive our government."*
However, Hammer and Champy's "Reenaineerina the

Corporation" take this concept one step further. The authors
claim that before one should determine whether to reinvent a

certain procedure or policy, one should first ask the
9

fundamental question, should the procedure or policy even be
in operation at all?

Reengineering is the fundamental

rethinking and radical redesign of business or governmental

processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical,

contemporary measures of performance, such as cost, quality,

service, and speed.®

The authors further say that

reengineering should be brought in only when a need exists for
heavy blasting.

Marginal improvement requires fine tuning;

dramatic improvement demands blowing up the old and replacing

it with something new.®

In the case of CSA 143, drastic and

dramatic changes needed to be implemented quickly.

Because

the problems were so severe with CSA 143, it took the City of
Temecula nearly two years to establish an assessment system
that could be understood, justified, and effective.

In July, 1993, it was the City of Murrieta's turn to
assume responsibility of CSA 143.

It found exactly the Scune

poor budgeting procedures, unorganized filing systems, lack of
justification for certain assessments, and poor management

practices.

However, in contrast to Temecula's experience,

this situation became a huge problem for the County of

Riverside because Murrieta made this situation a public issue.

Newspapers published article after article regarding the lack
of accountability and poor management practices of CSA 143.

Finally, on July 15, 1993, the Board of Supervisors requested
a management audit of CSA 143 to determine, among other
issues, the following:
10

1.

How was CSA 143 created and what rationale was

utilized for the assignment of assessments?
2.

What alternative funding mechanisms, if any,

could serve in place of CSA 143?^
Many reports were presented to the Board of Supervisors
over the next three months which will be elaborated upon in

later in this chapter. However, the final audit report of CSA
143 was presented to the Board of Supervisors on October 29,
1993.

In summary, this report stated that the County could not

provide a delineation of administrative and maintenance costs

because that information was unavailable.®

Further, CSA 143

had a CSA Manager who reported directly to the CSA
Administrator. The CSA Administrator claimed that the day-to

day operations of CSA 143 were given to the CSA Manager.

And

even with all of the improper management practices of CSA 143,

the report states that it is not an "irregular" administrative
practice or a violation of the "chain of command" for the CSA
Administrator to delegate authority to an on-site manager who
is expected to make management level decisions as necessary in

order to ensure that a CSA is operating as efficiently as

possible.'
But what happens when the operation is not functioning
properly?

Who then is responsible to ensure that the CSA is

11

efficient?

The CSA Adminiisttator claimed that he knew of the

improper management practices of GSA 143 and the former CSA

Manager, however, former Supervisor Walt Abraham told him to
allow CSA 143 to function in its current manner.

On January

5, 1994, grand jury foreman Jay D. Hughes stated that former

Supervisor Walt Abraham improperly interfered in the

management of the troubled CSA 143.^° So the bottom line,
according to the grand jury report, is that the main problem
with CSA 143 was due to a former supervisor who meddled with
the administrative staff of CSA 143 and did not allow them to

operate their functions efficiently.

And in January, 1994,

the grand jury closed its investigation of fiscal and

management problems with the service area that came to light
in the suitaner of 1993."
Efficiencv Problems Associated With Large Bureaucracies

As an bureaucracy becomes larger and more diverse in
terms of its operation and functions like the County of

Riverside, it becomes exceedingly more difficult for the

organization to function in an efficient and effective manner.
According to Yates, one problem associated with large and
older organizations is that they become more tightly

controlled and rigid. This reflects a commonly held view that
the more mature bureaucracies are, the less flexible and more

set in their ways they become.
12

Anthony Downs further argues that the older the

bureaucracy is, the more likely it is to be dominated by
conservers - bureaucrats who cling tightly to their historical

functions and prerogatives. Conversely, younger bureaucracies
are normally more innovative, risk-taking, and open to
influences from their environment."

In regards to the County of Riverside, it is apparent
that this organization is an extremely large and older

bureaucracy with many traditions established in terms of
operational policies and procedures.

Further, the employees

of CSA 143 had many conservers that had an established,

methodical approach in the operational functions of their
particular positions.

There was absolutely no incentive for

the employees within CSA 143 to be more efficient because the
management staff had no incentive either.

Further, the size

and magnitude of the responsibilities and services provided by
County of Riverside made the public officials associated with
CSA 143 virtually unaccountable to the general public.
James Q. Wilson also states that it is important for

bureaucracies to establish a mission regarding its purpose and

function. Once a preferred mission has been staked out by the
bureaucracy, it will energetically defend that mission against

any external attempts to alter or diminish it.^* Wilson
describes this tendency to establish a mission for an

organization as a common practice that is widely shared and
13

successfully adapted to the requirements of organizational
survival and enhancement. Wilson describes such organizations

as having a high esprit de corps. This implies much more than
mere high morale or good feelings, it refers to an attachment

to a distinctive way to doing things.^®
However, if the mission and purpose of a bureaucracy is
not defined, then it is extremely difficult for an
organization to operate efficiency.

In the case of CSA 143,

the mission of the bureaucracy was never established by the
administrative staff, and therefore, there was no commitment

to provide the highest level of quality public services within
the operational framework of CSA 143.

Again, the lack of

direction and motivation to improve the processes associated
with assessment administration deeply affected the performance
of CSA 143.

Also, high performing organizations encourage employees

to question existing structures and to change them if

necessary.

These organizations place a heavy emphasis on

human resources, fostering a committed, skilled, and flexible
work force that identifies strongly with the firm's success.

Further, high performing organizations develop a variety of
involvement practices for promoting employee motivation and
commitment. These include enriched and self-managing forms of

work design where employees are afforded high levels of task

variety, autonomy, and feedback of results.
14

Finally, high

performing organizations continually seek to improve the
skills, knowledge, and quality of their member's work lives by
placing a strong emphasis on training and employee

development.^^ With CSA 143, little to no involvement of the
employees was allowed in the design of operational policies or
the decision-making process.

This is a common practice with

larger bureaucracies.
Finally, many large bureaucracies lack leadership at the
executive and mid-management levels to instill the commitment

and motivation necessary for the employees to perform
effectively.

According to Bennis, fewer than 1 out of 4

jobholders say that they are currently working at full
potential and an overwhelming majority, 75 percent, said that

they could be significantly more effective than they presently

are.^®

Bennis argues that their is not a decline of the work

ethic, but rather, there is a commitment gap because leaders

within organizations have failed to instill vision, meaning,

and trust in their followers.^'
In summary, large and older bureaucracies become
increasing less flexible and more rigid in terms of their

operations; the employees are normally dominated by
conservers; there normally is not a clear mission or purpose
that is communicated to the employees; their is little
involvement by the employees in decisions that affect the

operations of the bureaucracy and little investment in

15

employee training and development; and normally there is a

lack of leadership by manag

and mid-managers to instill

commitment and motivate employees to higher levels of

performance.

All of these factors greatly affect the ability

of large and older bureaucracies to operate efficiently.

16

Chapter 3
Assessment Administration Policies of CSA's

There are many policies and procedures that are
established for all CSA's within Riverside County that do not

address two fundamental questions associated with
reengineering an organization;

a) Why do we do what we do?,

and b) Why do we do it the way we do?^®
A summary and analysis of the current policies and

procedures associated with CSA assessment administration will
be provided to highlight the inherent problems associated with
its organizational policies that are established without a
true understanding of why.

Current Policies and Procedures

First, if a developer of a proposed residential
subdivision tract desires to dedicate slope areas to the CSA

for landscape maintenance purposes, an application form would
have to be submitted with a request to annex the proposed
tract into a CSA zone of benefit.

As stated earlier. Zone A

for CSA 143 provided street lighting and slope maintenance
services.

However, the boundaries of Zone A only included those
residential tracts within CSA 143 that received slope
maintenance services.

There were a total of twelve (12)

different sub-zones within Zone A entitled A-1 to A-12.
17

Therefore, any new residential tract had to be annexed into
one of the 12 sub-zones of Zone A.

This annexation process

required the review by Riverside County Counsel before the

annexation into a sub-zone could be approved.

Normally, this

process took between four to six months before the CSA would

receive approval from County Counsel. The annexation process

utilized by CSA 143 was extremely inefficient and detrimental
to developers who needed an efficient manner in which to
dedicate slopes to the CSA for maintenance purposes.
Second, the methodology associated with the amount of the
assessment charged to individual property owners lacked a

fundamental ability to justify why certain assessments were
levied.

This situation was exacerbated by the organizational

structure of Zone A within CSA 143, which combined slope

maintenance and street lighting services.

Using the example above, once an application and
annexation was approved by County Counsel, the proposed tract
would be annexed into one of twelve (12) potential sub-zones.

Normally, the closest sub-zone geographically to the proposed
development would be chosen for the annexation. CSA 143 would
then determine the budget costs of the operation and

maintenance of the slope areas within the new residential
development i.e. water, electricity, landscape maintenance,
repairs, administration, etc., and then add the operation and
maintenance costs for slope maintenance associated within the
18

existing sub-zone.

The net effect to many property owners

within that sub-rzone that received a new annexed residential

tract would be higher assessments without any additional
benefits.

To further illustrate this point, the following example

is provided to depict the change in the annual assessment for
an individual property owner within sub-zone A-12:
Pre-Annexation

Zone

# of Homes

O & M Costs

Assessment

A-12

500

$50,000

$100

$75,000

$125

Post-Annexation

A-12

600

As illustrated by the above example, with an annexation
of 100 homes within a residential tract, 500 property owners

that were already receiving slope maintenance services in Zone
A-12 prior to the annexation, saw their assessments increase
$25 per year. Of course, the problem with this policy is that
individual property owners experienced an increase in their
assessment for slope maintenance services because of the
additional costs of another residential development within

Zone A-12 from which they received no direct benefit.

This policy is in direct conflict with California
Government Code Section 25210.77, which provides that the
19

charge be in proportion to the estimated benefit.

However,

California Government Code Section 25210.66(a), allows the

Board of Supervisors to "apportion the total cost by using any
method which it determines to be fair and reasonable in

apportioning benefit.
Third, the CSA established a dedication process where a

developer of a residential subdivision can submit an

application to the CSA to provide slope maintenance services
for perimeter landscaped areas.

The application process

includes inspection of the landscaped areas to ensure that the

irrigation system and plant material is installed pursuant to
CSA specifications. Another purpose of annexation is to place
properties within the residential subdivision on the tax rolls
for assessment purposes.

The current policy established for CSA's requires the

developer to submit a particular area for annexation into the
CSA by December 31st of any fiscal year.

As stated earlier,

this process not only allows the CSA to include a residential
development for slope maintenance or street lighting services
for the new fiscal year, but also places these properties on
the tax roll for the upcoming fiscal year.

Then, the

developer agrees to complete the required installation of the
landscaped areas prior to the new fiscal year (July 1st).

The problem with this policy is that too many factors can
adversely affect the developer's ability to complete the
20

landscaping improvements by the new fiscal year, i.e. economy,
finances, home sales, jweather, etc.

As a result, many

developers can not install the required landscape improvements

by July 1st. Therefore, the property owners that are annexed
into a sub-zone pay an assessment for landscaping services
they never receive because the landscaping improvements are
not installed by July 1st.

According to CSA policy, if a property owner is assessed
for services not received in a fiscal year, that property

owner will receive a credit in the following fiscal year.

In

1992, the City of Temecula had to refund property owners

within Zone A over $250,000 in assessments that had been paid
to property owners from CSA 143 for services that were never
received.

Fourth, when a developer svibmits an application to the

CSA for landscape maintenance purposes, the developer is asked
to submit a proposed budget for what he/she estimates the cost

of landscape maintenance services will be.

In other wqrds,

the staff does not prepare a budget based upon the most cost
effective maintenance procedures but rather what the developer
thinks the costs may be as a result of the landscape

maintenance services. In many cases, the developer has little

or no experience in determining what the landscape maintenance
costs should be.

21

When the City of Murrieta assimed landscape maintenance
services for CSA 143, the total maintenance budget for slopes
exceeded $2 million, which was based on budget numbers

provided by developers. After receiving competitive bids for
these same slope areas, the City provided the same level of
maintenance services for $800,000.

Further, because of

overcharging property owners for maintenance services, the
City of Murrieta received over $1.3 million in fund balance
revenues from CSA 143.

Fifth, the organizational structure of CSA's within
Riverside County is not based on establishing a clear nexus
between the cost of assessments levied and the amount of

benefits received by individual property owners. For example,
CSA 143 established three (3) zones of benefit:

a) Parks, b)

Zone A -Slope Maintenance and Street Lighting, and c) Zone B 

Old Town Temecula Street Lights.

The combination of slope

maintenance and street lighting services within Zone A is
virtually impossible to justify as to why different property
owners within the sub-zones of Zone A paid differing amounts.

This was further exacerbated by the fact that arterial street
lighting was also included with residential street lighting in
Zone A.

This meant that although all property owners within

the City benefitted from the arterial street lighting system,

only those property owners who were assessed in Zone A paid
for the city-wide arterial street lighting system.

Many

property owners within the City who benefitted from the
22

arterial street lighting system did not pay for those
services.

Sixth, regarding CSA 143, the process associated with the
development of the operating budgets for the various zones was

limited to only one individual;

the CSA Manager.

No other

member of the support staff was involved in the budgetary
process and no information was gathered by any other staff

member within the CSA.

As stated earlier, this process was

further impaired by the poor budget information provided by
developers regarding slope maintenance services.

Also, as stated earlier, CSA 143 was formed and approved
by the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) on September

26, 1985.^

From its inception, CSA 143 never released a

formal public bid regarding landscape maintenance for park and
slope maintenance areas. It was later discovered that CSA 143

paid $2.2 million for park landscape maintenance services that

were reduced to $800,000 for the same park area through a
public bidding process.
To further illustrate the budgetary process, when the

City of Murrieta ass\imed responsibility of CSA 143, the City
also agreed to transfer all employees from CSA 143 into the

City.

However, a dispute arose between the City and the CSA

Manager.

As a result, the City decided not to hire the CSA

Manager as the Parks and Recreation Director for the City of

Murrieta.

When the CSA Manager left, the City found many
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inaccuracies and problems associated with the revenue and
expenditure estimates formerly prepared for CSA 143.

No one

on the CSA 143 staff or anyone in Riverside County could

explain or justify any reasons or explanations regarding
previous budget estimates. This is extremely problematic when
these budgets directly affect the assessments that are paid by
individual property owners.

For example, in FY 1992-93, the

revenue estimates for CSA 143 were overstated by approximately

$2.5 million.

By the time the City of Murrieta hired its new

Parks and Recreation Director, the assessments for FY 1993-94

had to be approved even though the City knew the budgets that
determined the amount of the assessments were inaccurate.

Seventh, the noticing requirements for CSA's in the past

were extremely flexible and not demanding.

However, in FY

1993-94, changes in state law required CSA's to notice every
property owner regarding the proposed amount of each

assessment for the upcoming fiscal year and the date, time,
and location of the public hearing regarding the CSA
assessments.

Since the CSA's had little experience in

developing public notices for an assessment hearing, many

CSA's experienced complaints from angry property owners who

potentially could have been satisfied if the notices had been
more thorough and easier to understand.

In FY 1991-92, the City of Temecula allowed a financial
consultant to prepare a written notice that was distributed to
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every property owner in the City regarding the upcoming
assessments.

Although the notice was acciirate in terms of

information, it was extremely difficult to understand because

of the many terms utilized in assessment administration that
are not easily understood by most citizens.

The notice

resembled a legal document rather than an informational
notice.

In the next two weeks, the City of Temecula received

over 700 phone calls from residents who did not understand
what was being proposed and what exact services were going to
be provided through the proposed assessments.

In many cases,

the public notice could have answered many basic questions if
worded in plain English and would have saved the citizens and

city staff administrative time and stress.
Eighth, all the proposed CSA assessments are considered
during one annual public hearing by the Riverside County Board
of Supervisors.

In many cases, angry property owners attend

these hearings and lodge complaints and ask questions in
regards to the methodology and equity of the proposed
assessments.

This creates animosity between the Board and

the citizens who are in attendance.

Further, there are no public workshops or informational
sessions scheduled by the CSA administrative staff to try to

answer public concerns and potentially alleviate problems
prior to the public hearing.

This means that all problems

that arise from the assessment process are dealt with by the
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Board of Supervisors at the public hearing.

Again, the

potential exists to alleviate some concerns prior to the
public hearing.

Ninth, current CSA policy is not overly concerned if a

property owner is overcharged for a particular service either
because of inaccurate budget estimates or because no service
was ever received by the individual property owner.

The CSA

philosophy is that if a property owner is overcharged for
whatever reason, they can receive a credit the following

fiscal year.

But what happens if the property owner who has

been overcharged for a service moves away prior to the
following year's assessment cycle?

Also, why should the

property owner have to pay for services not received and allow
the CSA to hold their money for twelve (12) months or longer?

Finally, if a credit is given to an individual property owner,

why is the property owner never notified that a credit was
ever given toward the assessment?
As a result, many property owners contacted the CSA

office demanding a credit on their property tax bill only to
find that the credit was already received.

Again, this

information could easily be provided to property owners to
create a better understanding as to how the credits are

implemented within the CSA structure.

Still, the process of

tracking credits every fiscal year is not the most efficient
manner to administer the assessment process.
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For example, in FY 1989-90, CSA 143 anticipated that

trash collection services would be provided beginning July 1st
of that fiscal year.

CSA 143 decided to annex single family

residents into a zone for trash services even though a

contract had not been executed by the County of Riverside and
the trash hauler.

Contract difficulties delayed the actual

trash hauling until November of 1990, nearly 1 1/2 years after
the assessments were levied.

Therefore, all of the property

owners who resided within the boundaries of CSA 143 paid

$71.01 in FY 1989-90 for a service they never received.
Further, in FY 1990-91, property owners were assessed for

four (4) months of trash services they did not receive.

Any

property owner who moved from their residence during that time
lost any credit due them. In fact, the new property owner who

did not pay for the overcharge in the previous year actually
would receive the credit on the following year(s) tax bill.

Summary

This chapter has described some current assessment

polices associated with CSA administration in Riverside

County.

The nine policies discussed in this section include

the annexation process; the process associated with the
inclusion of a proposed residential tract into a sub-zone; the

timing of annexation prior to the dedication of slope
maintenance areas; the usage of developer provided budget
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estimates; the organizational structure of CSA 143; the

budgetary process of CSA 143; the development of public
notices; the current public hearing process; and the usage of
credits in future years to compensate for assessment
overcharges.

When the County of Riverside completed an analysis of CSA
143, the report concluded that the zone charges were
accurately allocated, revenues were often overstated because

developers did not always meet their build-out projections,
and a need for stronger management control procedures was

needed for all CSA's.^^

Therefore, the Board of Supervisors

directed the Administrative Office to audit all CSA

administration practices including organization and staffing,
systems support, financial and administrative controls,
project management policies and procedures, reporting

requirements, and interdepartmental coordination.*^

This

direction was given to the Administrative Office on September

21, 1993.27
The following chapter will attempt to address many
aspects of the above directive given to the County

Administrative Office from the Board of Supervisors.
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Chapter 4
Effective CSA Assessment Administration

This chapter will focus on the nine specific policies and

procedures outlined in the previous chapter which are

currently being implemented by CSA's within Riverside County.
Recommendations will be proposed to potentially improve and
streamline these nine policies associated with the assessment
administration process.

Recommendations

First, it is recommended that all boundaries for each
zone of benefit within the CSA be made contiguous with the
overall boundaries of the CSA to eliminate the annexation

process.

As stated earlier, if a developer of a residential

subdivision desires that the CSA maintain certain slope areas

through the slope maintenance zone of benefit, current CSA

policy would require the developer to annex the residential
tract into one of many sub-zones established within the slope
maintenance zone. This process is required because the slope
maintenance zone of benefit boundaries are sub-zones within

the overall boundary of the CSA.

Annexation application

requires review and approval by County Counsel and can tedce
between four to six months to complete.

In response to the above question, one may ask why do we
follow the annexation process?
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The answer would be to bring

a proposed residential development within the boundary of the

slope maintenance zone 5f benefit.

However, if the slope

maintenance zone boundary is established contiguous with the
overall boundary of the CSA, any proposed residential tract

desiring slope maintenance services within the CSA boundary
would also automatically be within the boundary of the slope
maintenance zone of benefit. Therefore, the four to six month

delay associated with the laborious and inefficient process of
annexation would be eliminated.

The reengineering of this

particular process will allow the CSA to break away from

ineffective, antiquated ways of conducting business.^®
The second recommendation is that the methodology of

spreading the cost of slope maintenance and street lighting
services within the CSA needs to be reorganized to require the
proposed residential development to pay completely for the
costs associated with slope maintenance for that particular

tract. Currently, a proposed residential tract desiring slope
maintenance services is annexed into a sub-zone of the slope
maintenance zone of benefit.

The sub-zone normally selected

for annexation is usually the sub-zone that is closest to the

proposed residential development geographically.

Then, the

CSA adds up the costs of slope maintenance for the new tract
plus the costs of the existing tract and then evenly

apportions those costs to all of the property owners. In many
instances, the existing property owners assessments increase
because of a new residential development, which does not
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provide any additional benefit to those existing homeowners.
A more equitable method of spreading the costs for the
assessments would be to require each residential development
to pay completely for any service provided by the CSA.
According to Reed and Swain, special assessment funds are

found where governments carry out improvement projects that

benefit particular properties for which only those property

owners are assessed payments.^ Therefore, the total cost of
slope maintenance should be calculated and then evenly spread

only to those property owners within that particular tract.
A neighboring tract should not be affected whatsoever because

of the proposed new residential development within the overall

boundaries of the CSA.

Again, if all the various zone

boundaries were established contiguous with the overall
boundary of the CSA, this would further reduce the need to

consider other existing residential tracts because the
annexation process would no longer be required.
The third recommendation to improve the assessment

process is that the CSA should establish a policy where no
residential tract can be included on the property tax rolls

until all the requirements associated with the dedication
process are completed.

For example, current CSA policy

requires a residential development to be annexed into a zone
prior to the completion and acceptance of those slope
maintenance areas into a zone of benefit.
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This annexation is

required by December 31st of any fiscal year.

This gives the

developer only six months to complete all dedication
requirements including installation and plant material growth

prior to the new fiscal year beginning July 1st.

However,

regardless of whether the developer completes the dedication
process, those property owners are still assessed for slope
maintenance services even if they are not received.
It is recommended that the CSA change this policy to
require that all slope maintenance areas be installed,

inspected, and fully developed by May 1st of any fiscal year.
Then, if the slope maintenance areas are acceptable for

dedication, the CSA can then include those property owners on
the tax rolls for the following fiscal year.

This policy will

eliminate the on-going occurrence of assessing property owners
for services they do not receive, as well as discontinuing the

need to credit those property owners towards future assessment
charges. This policy will both save the property owners money
and reduce the overhead and administrative costs associated

with CSA staff having to complete a credit analysis every
fiscal year for property owners overcharged for CSA
assessments.

Fourth, it is recommended that when a developer requests

to annex a residential development into the CSA for slope
maintenance services, the CSA requests that the developer
submit a budget for maintenance costs associated with that
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particular slope area.

In many cases, the developer has

little experience with costing landscape maintenance.

This

policy is perplexing because the CSA has extensive experience
in landscape maintenance of slopes because of the hundreds of

acres of slopes that the CSA maintains on an on-going basis.
It is recommended that the CSA develop a process of

establishing maintenance costs per square foot for landscape

maintenance of slopes and turf areas.

Further, a tracking

system should be established to monitor the costs associated
with utilities, repairs, and administration.

This system

should be recorded on a tract-by-tract basis to further
delineate costs between one residential development and

another.

Finally, a public bid should be released at least

once every two years to ensure that the CSA is receiving slope
maintenance services at the most cost-effective price.
These recommendations will allow the CSA to efficiently

monitor on-going operation and maintenance costs on a tractby-tract basis.

This will result in lower assessments to

property owners because the budgets that are established for
each slope maintenance area will be predicated on the most
cost-effective price for landscape maintenance and accurate
estimates for utilities, repairs, and administrative costs.

Effective budgetary procedures are paramount in establishing

an assessment aidministration process that can be easily
explained and justified. Other budgetary recommendations will
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be explored later in this chapter.
A fifth recoiniiiendation is that the organizational
structure of a CSA must be easily understood and explained to
the general public as well as all staff members.

As stated

earlier, by combining many services (i.e. parks, street

lighting, slope maintenance, etc.) into one zone, it is
extremely difficult to quantify to the public as to how much
each property owner is paying for different services if the
methodology for levying the assessments is not the same.

For example, every property owner within a city benefits
from the city's arterial street lighting system.

Therefore,

every property owner in the city should be assessed for the
costs associated with the arterial street lighting system.
However, not every property owner benefits from residential

street lights because not every neighborhood has street lights
installed and operational.

Therefore, only those property

owners who actually have residential street lights should pay
for those services.

Accordingly, it would not be appropriate

to combine the costs of arterial street lighting and
residential street lighting in one zone of benefit because a
clear nexus between the assessments and the benefits received

per property owner can not be established.

It would be more

appropriate to establish one zone of benefit where all
property owners are assessed for arterial street lights and
another zone of benefit for only those residential property
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owners who have residential street lights within their
respective neighborhoods.
To illustrate this point, policy analysis is a form of

applied research carried out to acquire a deeper understanding

of sociotechnical issues and to bring about better solutions,^®
From a policy analysis standpoint, the establishment of these
two separate zones of benefit would allow the public policy
makers the ability to better analyze proposed assessments and
formulate better decisions.

The following organizational

structure of the City of Temecula's Community Services
Department provides one example of how a CSA could structxire
its various zones of benefit or service levels.

In the City of Temecula, the Community Services
Department is responsible for providing parks and recreation

services, arterial street lights, residential street lights,
perimeter and slope landscaping services, recycling and refuse
collection services, assessment administration, capital

development projects, and development review.

The Community

Services Department has eighteen (18) full-time employees,

approximately thirty-five (35) part-time or project employees,
and administers landscaping services of five (5) private
contract landscape companies.

The Community Services Department has an annual operating

budget of $4.8 million^^ and a Capital Improvement Budget of
approximately $21 million.'^ The Department is funded through
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a benefit assessment district under Community Services

District (CSD) Law^

The same type of assessment authority

that is afforded to CSA's are afforded to CSD's.

Temecula's CSD is divided into five service levels or

zones of benefit:

1) Community Services, Parks, and

Recreation, 2) Service Level A - Arterial Street Lights and
Medians, 3) Service Level B - Residential Street Lights, 4)
Service Level C - Perimeter Landscaping and Slopes, and 5)

Service Level D - Recycling and Refuse Collection.^'
Community Services, Parks, and Recreation includes
maintenance, service, and operations of all public parks in

the City.

All property owners pay for this service level

because everyone benefits from the City's parks and recreation

system.'^
Service Level A: Arterial street Lighting and Medians
provides a benefit to all parcels within the City through the
service, operation, and maintenance of street lighting and
landscaped medians along arterial streets. Also, this service

level pays the utility costs of all traffic signals in the
district.

All property owners pay for this service level

because everyone benefits from the City's arterial street

lighting and median system."
Service Level B: Residential Street Lighting provides a

benefit to all single family residential and vacant parcels
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within those tracts requiring servicing, operation and
maintenance of local street lighting. This is not a City-wide
assessment.

Only those property owners who have residential

street lights pay for this service level.^
Service Level C: Perimeter Landscaping and Slopes

provides the servicing, operation, and maintenance of

perimeter landscaped areas and slopes within the public right
of-way and dedicated easements within certain tracts.

The

level of maintenance required within these tracts varies

depending on operating costs.
assessment.

This is not a City-wide

Only those property owners having slopes and

perimeter landscaping maintained by the City pay for this
service level.

Service Level D: Recycling and Refuse Collection provides

for the operation and administration of the refuse and
recycling program and street sweeping services for all single
family residential homes. This is not a City-wide assessment.
Only those property owners who have single family residences

pay for this service level.^
An Annual Levy Report is prepared which describes the

proposed rates and charges per parcel for each fiscal year
based on the historical and estimated cost to provide services

and maintain improvements that provide a benefit to properties
within the City.

The purpose of the levy report is to ensure

that each parcel charged receives direct benefit from the
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service levels established in the CSD.

As described above, every service provided within each
service level has a clear connection between the assessments

charged and the benefits received from each property owner.
It is imperative that this nexus be established in the
organizational structure of the CSA.

Without this nexus, the

justification of the proposed assessment fees is nearly
impossible to effectively defend under public scrutiny.
Sixth, budget collaboration with input and involvement
from all appropriate support staff is an integral part of the
assessment process because, obviously, the expenditxire aspect
of the budget has a direct correlation with the assessment

fees levied to individual property owners.

If the budgetary

process is not collaborative, efficient, and effective, the

outcome of the assessments will be difficult to justify and
chances are the assessments will be higher than potentially
what they could have been. According to Mohrman and Cummings,

high performing organizations place a heavy emphasis on human

resources, fostering a committed, skilled, and flexible
work force that identifies strongly with the firm's

organization.^' As CSA's become larger and more diversified
in terms of the types of services provided, more concerted
effort needs to be expended towards developing a proactive,
cost effective budget.
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Further, the budget process must also be an on-going
twelve month process and not just a one-time submittal of a
budget docximent that is poorly prepared and weakly
administered.

Therefore, a combination of a program,

performance, and line-item budget is recommended to establish
goals and objectives for the CSA (program), to determine the
criteria against which to measure whether the goals and
objectives are effective (performance), and to develop an

account-by-account process to administer the operating budget
(line-item).

For example, at the inception of the Community Services
Department for the City of Temecula, the budget method that
was utilized to prepare the operating budget was a line-item
budget.

Since the first two budgets were prepared by a

consultant, the approach was a top-down budget process where

the consultant identified the requested appropriations based

upon line-item account nvimbers within the operating budget.
There was little input into the budget dociiment and no
performance measures or program objectives were established
for the Community Services Department.

The current budget process for the Community Services
Department is extremely complex because of two main factors.
First, the five (5) service levels or operational functions

within the Department provide difficult challenges for

establishing the appropriate level of resources necessary to
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execute an effective level of public services.

Second, the

revenue stream for the Co^unity Services Department is
generated by a separate assessment, which requires several
labor intensive statutory processes and a higher level of
accountability to the property owners who are being assessed
for these public services.

Because of the complexity of the

budgetary process, the Community Services Department utilizes
a bottom-up approach in which support staff are an integral
part of preparing and identifying the funding requirements for
the three functional divisions within the Department i.e.
landscape, recreation, and development services.

To further illustrate this point, a CSA must determine by
division and function the program goals and objectives for the

upcoming fiscal year. These are concrete objectives that each
division desires to complete that will create positive
benefits to the community.

Then, based on these progreua

objectives, the CSA can determine the resoiirces necessary to
accomplish those objectives.

All levels of the Department

should be involved in making recommendations to the Division
Heads, who forward that input into the development of the
operating budget.

Finally, the resources should be divided into specific
line-item accounts, which allows the Department to better

administer proper financial stewardship of the budget and
provides the Finance Department with a higher level of
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accountability as it relates to accepted methods of public
finance administration.

It is difficult to implement

performance budgeting techniques into the budget process
because of the lack of outputs in the CSA's that can be

quantitatively measured.

However, concerted effort must be

expended in the budget cycle to establish performance

objectives that can measure specific outputs.

This

performance measurement will allow the CSA to determine its
effectiveness.

In terms of the effort required in preparing a

comprehensive budget for a CSA, the following schedule of
internal workshops will be highlighted to illustrate the
budget development process, which includes a total of four

half-day workshops preferably off-site from the office.
Budget Workshops

The primary function of the first workshop is to identify
the program objectives for the upcoming fiscal year, identify
any mid-year budget requests that need to be pursued for the

current fiscal year, identify any new parks or recreation
facilities from the Capital Improvement Program that will
affect next year's operation and maintenance costs, and
determine staffing needs for the upcoming fiscal year.

It is

recommended that this first workshop be held in October of
each year.
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Next, a second budget workshop should be held in December
to review the program objectives and staffing requirements,

finalize a request list for mid-year appropriations, finalize

staffing requirements for the upcoming fiscal year, identify
operation and maintenance costs that include any new parks or
recreation facilities, and identify any capital improvements,

equipment, or vehicles that will be needed for the next fiscal
year.

A third budget workshop should be scheduled in January to
finalize the operation and maintenance requirements, and

finalize the capital outlay requirements.

Finally, a fourth workshop should be scheduled in early
February to review the final draft of the program objectives,
the new facilities scheduled for maintenance in the upcoming

fiscal year, the staffing requirements, the operation and
maintenance costs, and the capital outlay requirements. So by

the time the Finance Department submits the budget preparation
manual to the CSA, the final draft of the CSA's operating

requirements should already be completed. The combination of
program, performance, and line-item budgeting coupled with the
collaborative bottom-up budgetary approach and the utilization

of departmental workshops will assist in developing a
comprehensive, cost-effective budget doc\iment. Of course, the
final budget is paramount in determining the amount of each
assessment within the CSA.
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Seventh, it is recommended that the public notice sent to

every property owner within the CSA be written in a manner
that is clear and easy to understand.

In many circumstances,

these public notices are written with terminology that is not
understood by the general public because they do not have

experience in the area of assessment administration.
Therefore, it is extremely important that the notice is

complete in describing the services, costs, and proposed
assessments for the upcoming fiscal year in a simple and
understandable manner.

Also, a brief svimmary regarding the highlights of major

proposed improvements for the upcoming fiscal year provides
the property owner with an idea as to how the revenue

generated from the CSA will be utilized.

Too many times

people pay taxes without ever seeing a connection between what
they pay and where the money is spent.

These highlights on

the public notice can attempt to create ownership and support
for the proposed assessments from the property owners.

Eighth, the CSA currently schedules only one public
hearing concerning the proposed assessments for the upcoming

fiscal year. It is recommended that in addition to scheduling
the public hearing, at least two public workshops regarding
the assessments should be scheduled to answer questions from

property owners in a more informal manner.

A public hearing

is usually a formal process and many property owners do not
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feel comfortable in addressing the Board of Supervisors in

that type of forums

By providing these public workshops, it

allows the CSA to better serve the public and be more

accessible to its constituency.

Further, the public workshop

process can alleviate concerns property owners may have by

answering many basic c[uestions that would otherwise be asked
at the public hearing.
Finally, it is recommended that every effort be expended
to not overcharge property owners for services provided by the
CSA and eliminate the need to give credits to property owners

in future fiscal years.

A significant amount of effort is

involved every fiscal year by CSA staff in attempting to
calculate the amount of credits a property owner should
receive for services that were not rendered in the prior
fiscal year.

Further, property owners have also been required to pay

money out of their pockets for a service they did not receive
and the CSA holds their money for twelve months or longer.
Since the property owner does receive a credit until the
following fiscal year's assessment, any interest that could
have been accrued by the property owner is lost because the
CSA does not give interest consideration when calculating
credits.

So even if a credit is given, the property owner

still loses.

The more the CSA can reduce the need to give

property owners credits, the more efficient and effective the
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assessment administration process can become.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

A total of nine recommendations concerning current

administrative polices associated with the assessment
administration of CSA's have been provided. In summary, these
recommendations include the following:
1.

All zone boundaries be established contiguous with

the overall boundary of the CSA.

This will

eliminate the need to follow the antiquated and
laborious process of annexation.

2.

All proposed residential tracts requesting to be
included in the following fiscal year for slope
maintenance services should not be calculated and

included with costs associated with any other
existing residential tract.

This will require each

tract to pay for their own costs only and create
the most equitable spreading of costs in terms of
the assessment fees.

3.

No tracts should be included on the tax rolls for

slope maintenance unless the property has completed
all the dedication requirements i.e. installation,
inspections, plant material growth, etc.

Slope

areas must complete all requirements by May 1st of
any year to be included in the following year's
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assessments.

This policy will eliminate assessing

property owners for services not received.
4.

No budget estimates for slope maintenance should
ever be accepted by a developer for inclusion in
the slope maintenance budget.

The CSA should

establish a budget based on public bids for

landscape maintenance and effective budget
monitoring procedures for utilities, repairs, and
administration to ensure the most cost effective

price for these services.

5.

The organizational structure should not combine
differing services that benefit all property owners
within the CSA with services that only benefit some

property owners.

The services that benefit only

some property owners should be established in
separate zones to ensure that the assessments are

easily understandable and justifiable.

6.

The budgetary process, which is paramoiint in
establishing an effective assessment process,
should be collaborative with extensive involvement

from all key staff members.

This will create a

budget that is proactive and comprehensive, while
attempting to streamline costs as much as possible.
Internal off-site work shops are recommended to
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invest the time necessary to complete the budgetary
process.

7.

The public notices that are sent to all property
owners in the CSA must be worded in plain English
and should describe highlights of the upcoming

year's activities.

This will help create a better

understanding for the property owner as to where and
how the assessment revenue is going to be utilized.
8.

Two public workshops are recommended to answer

potential questions and alleviate concerns of some

property owners prior to the public hearing with
the Board of Supervisors.

This will allow the CSA

to be more approachable at informal public
workshops as opposed to the more formal structure

of the public hearing.
9.

The CSA should not overcharge property owners for

services and then use credits in the following

fiscal year to rectify the overcharge.

It is much

more efficient to establish procedures that will
ensure that each property owner is charged only for
those services that are actually received.

This

will save administrative costs and provide a higher

level of accountability and credibility for the
CSA.
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These recommendations are designed to achieve the

objective of efficient assessment administration, and provide

sufficient organizational guidelines to support its

implementation.*®

Further, these recommendations are derived

from the reengineering concept that in some circumstances,
radical change needs to take place to break away from the

ineffective, antiquated ways of conducting business.*^

This

paper is not meant to be critical of CSA's, but rather,
provide recommendations using reengineering concepts that
focus on addressing why certain policies are implemented in a
certain manner.

It is hoped that these recommendations can

assist in the assessment administration process for CSA's and
better serve the citizens of Riverside County.
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Appendix A
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'
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H3 provided parks, landscaping, trash pickup and other
Former Supervisor Walt Abraham Improperly Inter
municipal sei^lces to a wide area.
In November, county chief Parrlsh issued a report that
fered In management of troubled County Service Area H3
Parrlsh's report concluded the county had little choice
did not blame Abraham for his actions, but did conclude
near Teniccula, Riverside County grand jui7 foreman
but to form a county sei"vlce nrea lo provide Ihose services.
the county needs tighter procedures that explicitly de
.Jay D. Hughes said yesterday.
•
But lost month he asked supervisors to approve creation of
But the ]ui7 hfts concluded Chief Administrative Ofhcer scribe what contact Is appropriate between stafl and board
a task force lo re-examine how county service areas are
Larry Parrlsh Is taking the necessary steps to prevent the members, among other Issues.
• Had'Parrlsh not taken tills concern seriously,the graniJ fo.mied and used.
problem from recurring, Hughes said.
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE.STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FROM:

■

^

Supervisor Buster

SUBMITTAL DATE:

July 15, 1993

LU'ift.

SUBJECn";®*^P®^^®°^ Ceniceros
,

Review of County Service Area 143

RECOMMENDED MOTION:

Request that the Administrative Office perform a complete and
full review of County Service Area 143 and provide the

information in time to establish the FY 1993-94 budget and
assessments

for

CSA

143

prior

to

August

12.

The

Administrative Office also will change to August 1 the due
date of the on-going audit of CSA 143.

JUSTIFICATION:

Supervisor Buster has had responsibility for a portion of CSA
143 since the time he took office in January 1993.
Supervisor Ceniceros picked up portions of CSA 143 as a

result of redistricting.

However, CSA 143 has a complex

structure and review by our staff members has raised more

questions than have been

answered.

This review should

complement and.augment the Administrative Office-commissioned

audit of CSA 143 by addressing the following:

• Creation of County Service Area 143 and the underlying
rationale for the assignment of assessments.
/

-o

/

Bob Buster

Kay Ceniceros
Supervisor
Third District

Supervisor
First District

(continued)

. MTNUTFS OF TVr PHApd nir CTTprpyrT cnp^
(REV.:

8/4/93)

On motion of Supervisor Buster, seconded by Supervisor Ceniceros
and duly carried by unanimous vote, IT WAS ORDERED that the above
matter is approved as recommended; that County Counsel look at what
has occurred in the CSA, and report back to the Board on Tuesdav.
August 10, 1993 regarding alleged violations by s"aff.
Ayes:
Noes:

Buster, Dunlap, Ceniceros, Larson and Younglove

Absent:

None

Gerald A. Mai

Date:

July 20, 1993

xc:

Supvs. Buster, Ceniceros, Co.Go'.

Prev. Agn. ref.

Depts. Comments

sofiM nAitre?)
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Dist.

AGENDA NO.

•

The

assessment

and

level

of

benefit

ascribed

to

residential units and vacant land by zone and region for each
of the preceding fiscal years.
•
The assessment and level of benefit ascribed to
residential units and vacant land by zone and region for FY
1993-94.

•
: Alternative
administrative
mechanisms,
including
annexation to or creation of a lighting and landscape or
other service district, that could serve in the place of CSA
143.

We suggest that the audit date be moved to August 1 because
of the need to establish a budget and assign assessments.

The closing date to get the subject parcels on the tax roll
is August 12.

We will need this information in a timely manner in order to

understand the parcel charges and be able to explain them to
our constituents.

BB:kw
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minutes of the board of supervisors
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

11. 1

10:00 a.m.

being the

time

set for public

hearing

on the

recommendation from the Administrative Office regarding Fiscal Year
1993-1994 Proposed Assessment for County Service Area 143, and
Review of CSA 143, the Chairman called the matter for hearing.

Mel Bohlkeri, Administrative Office, noted a change to Zone 22
- Vail Ranch - Undeveloped is listed at S158.00 and should be
changed to S178.54 which is still-under the cap.

Supervisor Ceniceros requested that the follow up study to the
Board should include the rationale for the administrative charges

given the reduction of the size of. the district and the reduction
in staff of it, and the specific amount that is left with CSA 143
and -shifted to the two cities.

On motion of Supervisor Buster, seconded by Supervisor
Ceniceros and duly carried by unanimous vote, IT WAS ORDERED that
the above matter is approved as recommended, in the Administrative
Office's letter dated August 6, 1993, with the inclusion of

.Supervisor

Ceniceros

recommendation

as

noted

above

and

the

correction by Mel Bohlken and listed as follows:

1.

Set the FY 1993-94 parcel fees for CSA 143 at the Option
2 rate with charges in zones 19, 20, 22 not to exceed the
CAP rate (see below).

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a fu|l, true and correct copy of an order made and entered on
Auqus t 1 Q. 1 99*^

of Supervisors Minutes.

WITNESS my hand and the seal of the Board of Supeivisors

Dated:

August 1 0. 1 993

Gerald A. Maloney, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, in and for

the County ^Riverside, State ol C^ifomja.

(seal)

JOeputy

By;

AGENDA t<b.
xc:

1 1 .1

A.0.

FORM 11 OS a/n
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

3
7
19
19
20
20
22
22

Developed
Undeveloped
Developed
Undeveloped
Developed
Undeveloped
Deve}oped
Undeveloped

Winchester

Warm Springs
Silverhawk
Silverhawk
Red

Hawk

Red Hawk
Vail Ranch
Vail Ranch

319.39

33.99
234.27
69.90
257.6S

192.56
296.41

178.54

Roll Call:

Ayes:

Ruster, Dunlap, Ceniceros and Larson

Noes:

None

Absent:

Younglove

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of an order made and entered on

.■

Aug u s t 1 0, 1 893

^

of Supervisors Minutes.

WITNESS my hand and the seal of the Board of Supervisors

Dated:

August 1 0. 1 993

^

Gerald A. Maloney, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, in and for

the Count^^f Riverside, State ofCalifomia.

(seal)

JDeputy

By:.
AGENDA

xc:

VI . 1

A.0.

FORM i:os.-^ 9a
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Ljirry Parrish
ChUfAdminLsrrative Officer

Counry Administrative Office

,

REVISED

August 6, 1993
Honorable Board of Supervisors

County of Riverside
Robert T. Andersen Administrative Center
4080 Lemon Street, 14th Floor

Riverside, CA 92501-3651
RE:

REVIEW OF COUNTy SERVICE AREA 143

Members of the Board:

On July 20, 1993, the Board directed the Administrative Office to perform a full review of County
Service Area 143. The following report provides background information on the establishment of CSA

143; the Board's policies on the formation and use of CSA's; how assessments were developed and

levi^in CSA 143;recommendations for the FY 1993-94 assessment; and, what alternative mechanisms
could serve in place of CSA 143.
THE ESTA3LISHMENT OF CSA 143:

The proposal to establish CSA 143 was initiated by Rancho Consultants FinancialIncorporated (the sole
landowner), and approved by the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO)on September 26,
1985. The original boundaries included approximately 543 acres (Specific Plan No. 103 - Alta
Murrieta). As approved.by LAFCO,CSA 143 had three authorized service functions: street lighting,
refuse collection and parks/recreation. On December 3, 1985,following a public hearing on the matter,
the Board of Supervisors, acting as Conducting Authority, adopted Resolution No.85-659 ordering the
formation of CSA 143.

At the time of formation the Temecula/Murrieta area was totally within the unincorporated area of the

County and there was no park and recreation district in the area to provide service to the public. T^e
area was one of the most rapidly developing in the County and recreational facilities were seen as being
in demand to accommodate planned residential growth. Over the years, as development continued to
flourish, several thousand acres were annexed to CSA 143, additional functions(drainage control and
fwlice protection) were authorized; and, both Temecula and Murrieta incorporated and are now
successor agencies for much of the CSA.

11.1
Robert T. Andersen Administrative Center

4080 Lemon Street • 12th Floor • Riverside, California 92501 •(909)275-1100• FAX (909)275-1105
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BOAED POLICIES ON THE FORMATION AND USE OF COUNTY SERVICE AREAS:
FoUowin"the establishment of CSA 143,it was determined that certain properties including open space,

fire breato slopes, drainage areas and medians were being conditioned for dedication to the County or
to some other mechanism for maintenance. At the time accepting such areas was contradictory to the
Board's established policies pertaining to the formation and use ofCSA's(Attachment A). The Board s
orimnal poUcy was adopted in 1981 at a time when the intent was to minimize the increasing number
of TOSt Proposition 13 CSA's and encourage alternatives which would not require a commitment of
County resources. Up to that time, developers relied mainly on Homeowners Associations(HOA s)
for the maintenance and operation of common areas and facilities within developments, paractil^ly m
private walled/gated communities' However, in developments where common areas and faculties are
part of a typical subdivision, HOA's tend to be financiaJly unstable which jeopardizes their ability to

operate and maintain essential facilities. For this reason, developers began to look at alternatives, such
as a CSA, to provide stable fmancing for on-going public maintenance.

To address this issue,the Board in 1987formed the Task Force on County Service Area Formation and
Use Policy to provide joint community/county review of current policy and to make recommendations
for amendments to the existing poUcy. The Task Force was comprised of appointed commuiucy

representatives and County staff. The County's primary area of concern was the significant Lability
the County could incur as a result of accepting title to common areas. The development commumcy
was concerned that they would be substantially affected by the requirement to form HOA's. They

believed that since open space areas were required by the County for environmental mitigation or other

pubUc purposes, then a CSA as a public agency should take ownership and maintain the property.
After lengthy discussions on the points of concern the concept was raised by the development
community of using a dormant HOA as a method of midgating the County's liability for the
maintenance and operation of common areas. As envisioned at the time, this enuty would mcoiporate
itself to take title to specific property from the County if the County should determine that conditions
exist, such as the loss of the ability to assess the property, which might necessitate the transfer of the
orooertY to an HOA. It was believed that this procedure adequately insulated the County from niture

ina^ty to fund(he acdvities within a given CSA. On November 24,1987, based on the un^ous

recommendadon of the Task Force, the Board approved a new poUcy on the formaaon md use of

CSA's with special consideradon given to those environmental raitigadon condidons brought about as

a result ofthe rapid growth in the unincorporated areas ofthe County and more particularly areas withm
CSA 143 (Attachment B and B-1).

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASSESSMENTS IN CSA 143;

As recommended by the CSA 143 Advisory Committee,variouszones ofbenefit have been created over
the years and parcel fees are levied within each zone. Under the zone of beneft concept, it is
recognized that specific areas might have open space areas,slopes, pocket parks and other sue^Uic

areas that are unique to a given area and a separate zone charge is appUed for services related to the
police protecdon and admmistradon which needed to be spread over the entire undeveop^ an
developed CSA area. The Advisory Comminee's recommended fee strucmre attempted to take mto
consideration what charees could be spread throughout the entire CSA and those charges which could
only be apoUed to specific areas within the CSA. Every effott was made to comply with Govenment

area. It was further recognized that there were other "regional" cosu for park and recreation facihUes,

Code Section 25210.77(a) which provides that the charge be in proporuon to the estimated benefit.
Robert T. Andersen Adtniiiistrative Center

4080 Lemon Street• 12th Floor• Riverside, California 92501 •(909)275-1100• FAX(909)275-1105
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The Boajd should also be aware that in a CSA receiving services related to local park, recreation or

parkway facilities, Government Code Section 25210.66(a), allows the Board of Supervisors to
"apportion the total cost by using any method which it determines to be fair and reasonable in
apponioning benefit".

In deveioping the parcel fee for undeveloped areas the Advisory Committee recommended that vacant
parcels be assessed a charge equivalent to four units of benefit per acre. The underlying rationale being
that undeveloped property was receiving a level of benefit as the surrounding amenities increased the
properties marketability.
Attachment C identifies the parcel fees levied by zone and category over the past 3 years.

Attachment D represents three options for the distribution of costs for FY 1993-94. The first option
uses each parcel as a separate unit with trash deducted from vacant land. The second option is based
on the use of undeveloped acreage at 2 parcel charges per acre with trash deducted from vacant land.
The third option is"based on the use of undeveloped acreage at 4 parcel charges per acre with trash
deducted from vacant land.

•

When the parcel charges for FY 1993-94 were originally developed residents in zones where the charge
was to be.increased were noticed of a public hearing that would take place on the matter and the amount

of increase being proposed (notice is not required if charges rem^ the same or are less than the prior
fiscal year). The parcel cap referenced in Attachment D is the amount originally proposed in the
hearing notice sent to affected landowners. Therefore, FY 1993-94 parcel fees cannot exceed the cap
unless new notices are sent to affected landowners and a subsequent hearing were to take place. Re-

noticing the hearing at this time would result in missing the deadline for placing the parcel charges on
the tax roles.

You will notice that only Zone 3, Winchester Collection, was noticed that their parcel fee may increase
to S322.16. Zone 7, 19, 20 and 22 were not noticed as the anticipated cost was less than prior years

charge. Additionally, the 1993-94 proposed parcel charge for Zone 19, 20 and 22 all exceed the cap
thus limiting the parcel charge to the noticed amount.

•

ALTERNATIVE MECHAMSMS: .
The alternative mechanisms available to fund CSA 143 are:

1.

Activate the dormant Homeowners Association and dissolve CSA 143.

2.

Annex to Valley-Wide Recreation and Park District and dissolve CSA 143.

3.

Create a 1972 Landscape and Maintenance Assessment District and dissolve CSA 143.

4.

Create a Community Service District(CSD)with local elected officials and dissolve CSA
143,

While each alternative may have some merit, additional time would be needed to evaluate the feasibility
of each option and to solicit community input to determine which option, if any, would be desirable.

Roben T. Andersea Adoiinistrativc Ccoicr

4080 Lemon Sireet • 12th noor • Riverside, CaJilomia 92501 •(909)275-1100• FAX (909)275-1105
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RECOMMENDATION:

Given the unique nature of CSA 143 and in reviewing the options available, option 2 appears to

represent a re^onable compromise between how charges were previously allocated and the more
traditional method of allocating charges. Therefore, IT IS RECOlvlMENDED that the Board:

• 1.

Set the FY'1993-94 parcel fees for CSA 143 at the option 2 rate with charges in zones
19, 20 & 22 not to exceed the CAP rate (see below).
Zone 3

Winchester

Zone 7

Warm Springs

Zone 19

Silverhawk

Zone 19

Silverhawk

Zone 20

Red Hawk

Zone 20
Zone 22
Zone 22

Red Hawk
Vail Ranch
Vail Ranch

Developed
Undeveloped
Developed
Undeveloped
Developed
Undeveloped
Developed
Undeveloped

319.39
33.99
234.27

69.90
257.68

192.56
296,41
158.00

Respectfully Submitted,

LARRY P/

Chief AdministrativeOfficer

Robert T. AiadcrscQ Adminisirativc Center

4080 LcmoQ Street • 12tJi Floor • Riverside, California 92501 •(909)275-1100• FAX(909)275-1105
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A~AC-Mrr_i

COUNTY OF RIVERS ICE

POLICY ON FORnATION OF CO':NTY SERVICE AREAS

A r nrv Ssrvic» Area Should be fonned if the registered voters and/or :he

?,Ser^ in the area
demonstrate>r.clearly
by majority petition that they
.nJ a>t
Willin, I. p., (or u.
2.

r •

rnuntv deoartments should be used to the maximum extent possible

S
tU(5
<" 9000raphU .r,. r.tO.r CO.. or.POro,
government entity, i.e., another CSA.

n

AalteVative
CSA should can
notinclude
be for^d
is a viable
alternative. A viable
useifofthere
a homeownersV
association.

a

Pxceot for Street light purposes, a CSA should not be fonned in conjunction
with property development, land divisions, etc.

5.
6.

7.

A CSA"should not be formed unless it will be cost effective.
.
a CSA will not be formed if a special district or other government entity

ilSJdy exists in the area which can perform the desired function and which
has statutory authority to perform the function.
.....iitinn nf » CSA is proposed in a populated area, the Board should

on formation
of the CSA
on tne
consider hnlfHInfl an advisory electionwhen
there is evidence
of and
significant

OP whether.CSA thooM be (oneeO ..0,service
charge levied.
8.

A CSA should not be formed unless important to the health and safety of
inhabitants.

9.

E«eot in'CSA',
coiTimttees wi 1 1 ot loiu«ru

4^5"'.;™vi'ee'"".!^h«t1.n,
j

fh#» r^A is situated,

of members by the Supervisor in whose district the CSA
10.

CSA's will- reirturs. the County annually for expenses incurred by the County
In adninistirlng tht CSA's.

March 1981
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attachment b

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

POLICY ON THE FORMATION AND USE OF COUNTY SERVICE AREAS

1

A county'service area should only be formed when it is important to the health and
safety of residents: and, if the registered voters and/or property owners in the area .
clearly demonstrate by majority petition that they desire and are willing to pay for an
increased level of service. Within an inhabited area,the Board should consider holding
an election on formation of the county service area.

2

The duplication of governmental services is highly discouraged; therefore, where there
are similar services in place, formation of a county service area may be inappropriate.

Application of the following policy for dedication of property to the county generally

should be limited to multi-function county service areas.

3

Parks,recreation and community facilities,and othercommon areassuch as parkways,
slopes and community entry features along major roadways and thoroughfyes
external to developments,located within the county service area that are intended for
public use or benefit should be operated and/or maintained by the county service area

upon dedication and acceptance of the property by the county for unrestricted access,
use, or benefit by the public.

4

The county, on behalf of a county service area,should accept ownership of common
areas(as described in section 3)and natural open space areas or corridors set aside
for environmental mitigation (including fire breaks and drainage areas)located within
the county service area upon review and acceptance of title transfer documentation

by the county which include provisions for transfer of ownership of the propeny from
conditions exist including, but not limited to the loss of the ability to assess the

the county to an incorporated association when the county determines certain
properly,

5

A county service area must be able to financially sustain the levd of service
anticipated upon its formation as well as other services that may be added subsequent
to formation.

6

Except in county service areas with routine operations, such as those with a street

Khting function!advisory commiueesshould be formed to provide recommendations
0 the Board of Supervisors on policy matters within the CSA.

7.

County service areas will be assessed annually for expenses incurred in administering
.the county service area,including the costs of any losses occurring within the county
service area or establishment of a reserve for such losses. Insofar as possible, notic,
is to be given to subsequent property owners for existing and potential county service
area assessments within previously established county service areas.

8.

Whenever possible and feasible,previously existing county service areasshall be made
to conform to these stated policies.

November 1987
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ATTACH^:EMT 3-1

NQVE'^SiA 9, \}i7

REPORT ON THE
TASK FORCE REPORT

The Tis< Forca on County Service Area For.-nacion and Use Policy was for.Tied by cne

Soard'of Sjoer/isors to orovide joint co.nmuni cy/county staff review of zjrrenz
policy and ma<e reco.-nnenaations for change.

Altnough tnere was agreement on several of the oolicy statements prpoosed by tne
Chief Administracive Officer througn his letter -of June 3, 1937, sjostanxial
giffarences existed witn regard to whether the county, on benalf of county

service areas, snould take ownership of common areas (e.g. parks, recreation
centers, natural open space areas, roadway easements, etc.) or if nomeowners
associations should be required to take ownership of tnese areas.
I

.

he orimary concern of the county was the significant liability tnat .the county

^ould incur as a direct result of accepting title to common areas. Of further
concern was the possible determination in the future that tne method of providing
services or the scope of services provided is beyond that which is authorized,
cou

therefore leaving the county with title to property and no viaole assessment"

provision. A case in point would be the circumstance where county property in a
newly incorporated area would be selectively transferred to the new entity
leaving the county to own and maintain less desirable open space property.
Because of these concerns, the county looked to ownership alternatives, such as
- homeowners associations, to mitigate the maintenance/liability issue.

The community position on open space ownership reflects, in large measure, tne
views of many developers in the Rancho California area who have current and
future developments in County Service Area 143, and who indicate they would oe
substantvally affected oy the requirement to form homeowners associations. The

community believes that, since open space areas are required by the county for
environmental mitigation or other public purposes as part of the approval
process, tnen a county service area, as a public agency, should take -ownership
arid maintain this property. It was further stated by conrmunity representatives
that - insofar as the original conditions of approval for the formation of CSA 143
included provisions for dedication of public facilities to the county, that ,
indeed such dedications should be allowed under CSA Formation and Use Policies.

The conmunity indicated that their experience with homeowners associations
demonstrated that they are not reliable vehicles for handling long-term or
difficult situations because the resolve to meet responsibilities typically wanes

as management difficulties or financial pressures increase, thus creating the
potential for significant problems in the future. County service areas are seen
oy tne community as more efficient providing economies of scale for managing or
contracting for services; whereas it could take multiple homeowners associations

with higher' costs to cover the same responsibilities. The county-wide policy
considerations regarding equestrian trails were considered to be beyond the scooe
of the policies assigned this body for review.

Considerable discussion was held in clarifying and defining "public use" as a key

step in identifying the conditions under which the county, on behalf of a county
service area, could legally take ownership and expend public funds to oeriorm
maintenance on property/faci1ities. In summary, public use was defined as
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^eoorc on :ne 'is< Fores Rsoorc

•Novecoer 9» 'i3o7
^iCS 2

•Doroor-iirciy occjfing >vhen land or faci l icies ars dedicacsd :p and accsocsd ov

:ne :o.jn:/ ror JSS oy tne ouolic on an unrsscric:sd Pasls, ana -^ners cne^servic^
or fjne:ion avai iaols cnrougn the oroperty or facility and is aecerminea to o-=
for ouolic oenefit.

Arter lengtny j'.scjssion exoanding and clarifying ooincs of concern aoout
l iaoi l ity and ownershio of common areas, using a "dormant homeowners association"
as a metnod of mitigating some of tne county's potential liaoi lity was brouant

forward oy counsel for reoresentacives of .the community.

This entity is 'an

jnincorporated association that will incorporate itself to take title to specific
.orooerty from tne county upon the county finding itself in certain conditions
witn regard to open space and previously dedicated property, such as loss of tne

aoility to assess the property for the required level of service. Oocumentati'on
to implement tnis potential future interest will oe included in transfer of title

documents subject to county review and approval. While the foregoing pol icy is
dependent on assurance tnat the Oeoartment of l^eal Estate will allow.for creation

of a dormant nomeowners associations and title to dedicated property c"an be
appropriately transferred, it is believed that this procedure adequately
insulates tne county from future inability. to fund the activities within a given
county service area.

In consideration of the county incurring substantial potential 1iabi1ity with the
acceptance of ownership of common areas on behalf of a county service area, the
Tas'< Force recommends that county service areas be assessed annually to provide a

reserve in tne county self-insurance program against potential liaoility costs.
The policy forwarded herewith, unanimously recommended for adoption by the Task
Force, updates existing county service area policy, bringing into consideration

tnose conditions i-oacting on the county service area formation and use brought
aoout by rapid growtn in the unincorporated areas of Riverside County.
Respectfully suomitted,

H. H. Hayslet/t Jr.

Task Force CAairma
HHH:sp

Exhibit "A" —Recommended Policy
Exhibit "8"
Background Documents
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COST BREAKDOWN FOR CSA 143
attachment C
FY 90 - 31

admin/**•

ZONE

TRASH

PARK

7 Warm Springe

.

19 Silver Hawk
20 Red Hawk

TOTAL*

PARCEL
CHARGE

4.47

47.53

3 Winchester Collection

ZONE'*
CHARGE

12S.53

177.53

47.63

0

0

47.53

47.63

4.47

11.90

64.00

4.47

71.44

123.54

47.53

22 Vail Ranch (not aseeseed)
FY 91 - 32

AOMIN*"*

ZONE

COST

3 Winchester Collection
19 Silver Hawk
20 Red Hawk

22 Vail Ranch

PARK*•"

ZONE**

TRASH

CHARGE

MAINT

TOTAL*

PARCEL
CHARGE

38.47

108.51

84.39

280.39

49.02

38.47

108.51

27.89

223.89

49.02

38.47

108.51

42.15

238.15

49.02
49.02

38.47

108.51

58.83 j

264.83

PARK***'

TRASH

FY 92.33

AOMIN"**

ZONE

. COST

3 Winchester Collection

7 Warm Springs
19 Silver Hawk

'

.


20 Red Hawk

22 Veil Ranch

ZONE**
CHARGE

MAINT

TOTAL*
PARCEL
CHARGE

125.61

319.74

32.57

38.29

123.27

38.29

0

15.64

86.50

32.57

234.27
257.68

32.57

38.29

123.27

40.14

32.57

38.29

123.27

63.55•

32.57

38.29

123.27

Acreage aC 4 X the acre without ireah.

102.28

296.41

.

Inciudea aiopea. median., monument,end pocket perk....ocieted with the perpcular zone.
Regional charge, i.e., police protection, edmin., regional park..

Robert T. Andersen Adininistraiive Center

4080 LsmoQ Str«t.12th Floor• Riverside. Oiifomia 92501•(909)275-1100•FAX(909)275-1105
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CSA 143

ESTIMATED PARCEL CHARGES
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
ATTACHMENT D
20NE

DESCRIPTION

OPTION 11

OPTION r

SITE STATUS

. 2X ACRE

PARCEL

WINCHESTER
COLLECTION

DEVELOPED

UNDEVELOPED•

WARM SPRINGS

DEVELOPED

UNDEVELOPED*

354.84

319.39

0

0

0

0

322.16

322.16

322.16

0

0

0

0

57

69.44

33.99

22.14

86.50

86.50

86.50

PARCEL CAP

--SILVER HAWK

19

DEVELOPED

119

458.07

263.82

235.40

UNDEVELOPED*

195

264.15
234.27

69.90
234.27

234.27

PARCEL CAP
20

RED HAWK

DEVELOPED

UNDEVELOPED*

VAIL RANCH

DEVELOPED

UNDEVELOPED*

41.48

600.50

386.48

319.41

406.58

192.56

125.49

257.68

257.68

257.68

262

417.08

351.92

333.93

1213

223.16

158.00

296.41

296.41

145.01
296.41

311
484

PARCEL CAP
22

307.54

225

PARCEL CAP
7

4X

ACRE

CHARGE

3

OPTION 111

PARCEL CAP

No Trash Charge

Robert T. Aodcrsen Adnimistrativc Center

4080 UmOQ Street• I2th Floor•Rivsr^ido. OUiforaia 92501 •(909)275-1100• FAX(909)275-1105
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE.STATE OF CALIFORNIA
SUBMirrALDATE:

September 21, 1993.

Supervisors Buster

♦ < Ll-

SUBJECT:^"^ Ceniceros
Continuing review of County Service Area 143
recommended MOTION;

Reouest that the Administrative Office complete its review of

Co^ty service Area 143 to address the continuing concerns
evinced by our offices and residents

the area.

JUSTIFICATION:

Thouoh the recently comoleted financial audit of CSA 143

addressed the status of accounts and reconciled the amount of
fees owed the Murrieta Community Services District, a number
orjuestions previously raised,have not^been satisfactorily
answered. We request that the Administrative Office, with
assistance from other county departments as needed, provide
the following:

1

parcel-by-parcel spreadsheet on the remaining portions
of CSA 143, including yearly charges broken down by
regional and zone charges. The regional and zone
charges will be further reduced to their constituent

parts, including a clear delineation of the oifi-erenoe

between the administrative fee assessed to developed
and undeveloped land.
(CONTINUED)

k"'.i
Kay jteniceros
Supervisor

Bob Buster

Supervisor

Third District

First District

TIXTvCTTrS—Ur inE 5EtTH17~Or STTrTTirrrSUrrS"

On motion of Supervisor Duniap, seconded

^^J-Doroved^as

and duly carried, IT WAS ORDERED that the above matter is
recommended, and that said report is due back NovemDer
Noes:

Buster, Duniap, Ceniceros and Younglove
Sone
Gerald A. Malonev

Abstain;

Larson

Ayes:

Absent:

None

Date:

September 28, 1993

xc:

Supvs. Buster, Ceniceros, A.O.
COB

Prev. Agn.ref.

^

Depts. Comments

A112/921
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Dep

4

DA NO.

2.

Review and reaffirmation of the management hierarchy
for County Service Area administration, particularly
as it pertains to CSA 143.

• Why didn't the CSA Administrator approach the other
members of the Board and/or the Chief Administrative

Officer following Supervisor Walt Abraham's direction
to violate the "chain of command" by ordering that
control of CSA 143 be vested in Jeanine Overson, the
on-site administrator?

•
Why didn't the
Administrative Office and
representatives of County Counsel clearly enunciate to

•* *

our

offices

the

administrative

existence

functions,

multiplier on raw land?
.fall

to

our

offices

of

CSA

143's

including the

unicrue

assessment

In other words, why did it

to

discover

that "irregular"

administrative practices were the rule in CSA 143?
3.

The amount and disposition of budget surpluses for
each fiscal year.

"4.

Explanation

of

why

revenues

were

consistently

overstated.

5.

Review

of the

decision

to

establish

CSA

143

as

a

County Service Area instead of a Community Services
District.

•

Because of its extensive geographical area, the

population served and the size of its budget, it
appears that CSA 143 should have been established as
a Community Services District.

6.

Elaboration on the previously raised question of an
alternative funding/administrative mechanism to serve
in the place of CSA 143.
• The Administrative Office's previous report spelled
out four such alternatives:

homeowners- associations,

activation of the dormant

creation

of

a

landscape

maintenance district or Community Services District,

or annexation to Valley-Wide Recreation and Park
District.
The report also specified that it would
take additional time to evaluate the pros and cons of

each option.

That evaluation should be undertaken.

BB:)cvv
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

3♦ 5

On motion of Supervisor Younglove, seconded by Supervisor
Ceniceros and duly carried by unanimous vote, IT WAS ORDERED that
the Administrative Office's Report on Review of County Service Area

143, dated October 29, 1993, is approved as listed below:
1.

Receive

and

Administrative

file

this

Office

report;

and,

direct

to establish stronger

the

management

control procedures for all CSA's.
2.

Direct the

Administrative

Office to

audit

overall

CSA

administration practices including: organization and
staffing, systems support, financial and administrative
controls, project management policies and procedures,
reporting
requiremenLs,
and
interdepartmental
coordination; and,

•

IT WAS FURTHER ORDERED that the Board support the Grand Jury's

investigation of this matter

to avoid institutional license

to

investigate itself.
Roll Call:

.

.

Ayes:

Buster, Ceniceros, Larson and Younglove

Noes:

None

Absent:

Dunlap

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of an order made and entered on
•■

November 2. 1993

.

^

^

of Supervisors Minutes.

WITNESS my hand and the seal of the Board of Supervisors
Dated:
November 2, 1993
Gerald A. Maloney, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, in and for
(seal)

the County J>1 Riverside, Stat^of California.
Deputy

agenda N

xc:

SuDvs. Buster, Ceniceros, A.0.

FORM 1105«.^
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FROM-

Supervisors Buster

SUBMITTAL DATE:

- .
.
September
21, 1993

SUBJECT:^^^ Geniceros
Continuing review of County Service Area 143
RECOMMENDED MOTION:

Request that the Administrative Office complete its review of
County Service Area 143 to address the continuing concerns
evinced by our offices and residents of the area.
JUSTIFICATION:

Though the recently completed financial audit of CSA 143
addressed the status of accounts and reconciled the amount of
fees owed the Murrieta Community Services District, a number

of questions previously raised have not been satisfactorily
answered.

We request that the Administrative Office, with

assistance from other county departments as needed, provide
the following:
1.

Parcel-by-parcel spreadsheet on the remaining portions
of CSA 143, including yearly charges broken down by

regional and zone charges. The regional and zone
charges will be further reduced to their constituent
parts, including a clear delineation of the differenoe
between the administrative fee assessed to developed
and undeveloped land.
(CONTINUED)

Ml
Bob Buster

Kay geniceros

Supervisor

Supervisor

First District

Third District

—

HliSLlES Uir IHjl bOARD OF 5UFEHVTSOH5

!

~

On motion of Supervisor Dunlap, seconded by Supervisor Geniceros
and duly carried, IT WAS ORDERED that the- above matter is approved as

recommended; and that said report is due back November 2, 1993.
Ayes:
Noes:

Buster, D.unlap, Geniceros and Younglove
None
Gerald A. Mai

Abstain:

Larson

Absent:

None

Date:
xc:

September 28, 1993
B
Supvs. Buster, Geniceros, A.O.

Prev. Agn. ref.

ey

C

Depts. Comments

FO«m nAii2.'82)
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uty
D\r

aC^NDANO.

Larry Parrish

ChiefAdministrative Officer

County Administrative Office
October 29, 1993

Honorable Board of Supervisors
County of Riverside
Robert T. Andersen Administrative Center
4080 Lemon Street, 14th Floor
Riverside, CA 92501-3651

RE;

CONTINUING REVIEW OF COUNTY SERVICE AREA 143.

Members of the Board;

On September 21, 1993, the Board directed the Administrative Office to complete its
review of County Service Area 143 (CSA 143) to address the continuing concerns

expressed by the Board and residents of the area. Following is our response to the
specific issues raised by the Board;
1.

Issue:

'.

Provide a parcel-by-parcel spreadsheet on the
remaining portions of CSA 143, includlrig yearly
charges broken down by regional and-zone

charges. The regional and zone charges'to be
further reduced to their constituerit parts,including
a clear delineation of the difference between the

administrative fee assessed to developed and
undeveloped land.

Response:

Attachment"A"is a breakdown ofthe regional and zone

charges by year for developed and undeveloped land. Attachment B is a
sampling of the parcel by parcel charges over the past four years. The
sampling indicates that regional and zone charges were appropriately
Robert T. Andersen Administrative Center

4080 Lemon Street• 12tli Roor• Riverside, California 92501•(909)275-1100•FAX(909)275-1105
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ailocated (a parcel by parcel spreadsheet Is available if further detail is
necessary, however,for ease of presentation a representative sample was
used). An explanation of the component parts of the totahparcel chargeand the methodology follows:
Administrative Fees

"

The administrative fee covers,salaries and fringe benefits, supplies and
services, and extended police protection. The administrative fee for
undeveloped land was added to the park maintenance fee and zone
charge, and that total was multiplied at four times the acre as per the
methodology recommended by the Advisory Committee. The underlying
rationale being that undeveloped property was receiving a level of benefit
as the amenities increased the marketability of these properties . Owners
of developed land paid the administrative fees on a per parcel basis.
Trash Collection Charges

It was anticipated that trash collection for the area would be provided
beginning in Pi'89-90,so the parcel charge included an estimate of $71;01
per parcel for this service. Contractual difficulties delayed the actual trash
hauling until November 1990. This resulted in a fund balance which was
used to partially offset the Pi'90-91 trash charge. Therefore, as noted in
Attachment A, the parcel fee assessed in Pi'90-91 was $4.47 per parcel.
A comparison of actual vs. estimated charges indicates that prior year fund
balances have been used to reduce the parcel charge below the actual
cost. In Pi'91-92 the actual cost for trash collection was $186.36 and the

parcel charge was $108.51. In Pi'92-93 the actual cost for trash collection
was $189.36 and the parcel charge was $123.27. In Pi' 93-94 trash
collection was partially offset with the prior year's fund balance due to the
parcel cap limitation of $123.27. The actual cost is estimated to be $193.92
per parcel.
Park Fees fReoional')

In Pi'89-90, the Rancho California Sports Park was the only regional park
within the CSA. That year, park maintenance charges and administrative
charges were combined, therefore, a breakdown of how these charges
were allocated between each category is unavailable.
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In FY 90-91 park maintenance for regional parks was budgeted at$613,729.
There were four regional parks on-line at that time: Alta Murrieta Sports
Park, Alta Murneta Sycamore Park,Xal Oaka.vSports_ Park, Cal Oaks Park:
#10. The Rancho California Sports Park was turned over to the City of
Temecula in FY 90-91. The remaining four regional parks were maintained

by CSA -143 until FY 93-94 when they were turned over to the City of
Murrieta.
Zone Charoe

Zone charges are established by calculating the cost of landscape
maintenance, street lighting charges, local pocket parks, open space and

slope maintenanoe for the parcels within that zone. Each zone would be
charged for their respective services for that particular area. For FY 93-94,
CSA 143 has two pocket parks; one in Zone 3(Winchester Collection) and
one in Zone 22 (Red Hawk). Prior to FY 93-94 the zone charge for
undeveloped land was based on a level of benefit equal to four times the
aore. As previously noted, this methodology was recommended by the
Advisory Committee. In FY 93-94, as approved by the Board, the zone
charge for undeveloped land is calculated at a level of benefit equal to two
times the acre.

2.

issue:

Review and reaffirmatlon of the management

hierarchy for County Service Area administration,
particularly as it pertains to CSA 143.

Response: There are currently 72 active CSAs within the County. The
administration of these CSAs is handled through the Administrative Cffice

by the CSA Administrator. The CSA Administrator is responsible for the
proper and efficient administration of all CSAs. CSAs that perform public
worksfunctions or park and recreation services generally have staff who are
responsible forthe day-to-day operation ofthe CSA. These CSAs also have
Advisory Committees appointed by the Board or elected by resident voters
to provide recommendationsto the Board on policy matters within the CSA.
Policy recommendations from Advisory Committees are reviewed by their
respective staff and the CSA Administrator who, through the Chief
Administrative Cfficer, recommends appropriate action to the Board of
Supervisors.
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The day-to-day management of CSA 143 was under the direction of the onsite CSA Manager. This particular manager did have a relativeiy greater

degree of authority. This was primariiy due to the scope of services
provided and number of staff employed by the CSA. For this reason it was
necessary for the on-site manager to have more flexibility in making
decisions. I don't view this as an "irregular" administrative practice or a

violation of the "chain of command" as suggested. It is not unusual for the
CSA-Administrator to delegate authority to an on-site manager who is

expected to make management level decisions as necessary in order to
ensure that a CSA is operating as efficiently as possible. The delegation of

authority,however,does not preclude Administrative Office oversightofCSA
operations.

The Board has also inquired about a comment made by the CSA
Administrator that suggests a former member of the Board "ordered" him
to leave the management of the CSA alone. 1 have not been told by the
CSA Administrator that such an order was given. 1 understand the CSA

Administrator approached the former Supervisor to make him aware of the
direction the Advisory Committee wastaking on matters specific to that CSA
and that the Supervisor indicated he was satisfied with how the CSA was

operating. Again, I do not view this as an "irregular" administrative practice
or a violation of the "chain of command." It is common practice for the CSA
Administrator to contactindividual supervisors to keep them apprised ofthe
activities of a CSA within their district.

While 1 indicate thatthese management practices(identified inthe preceding

paragraphs) are not viewed as "irregular", 1 do believe they reinforce the
need for clear management control procedures to be put in place for CSAs.
Therefore, 1 am recommending that the Administrative Office establish a
written management control procedure for all CSAs. This procedure will
address span of control, reporting relationships, procedures for parcel fee
refunds and staff contact with Board Members.

3.

issue:

The amount and disposition of budget surpluses
for each fiscal year.

Resoonse: The following chart identifies the amount of surplus revenue

for each fiscal year, the amount used to reduce assessments for the next

fiscal year, and the amount reserved for Dry Period Funding.(Dry Period
Funding Is the period from July 1 to Dec 31 of any fiscal year when tax
proceeds have not yet been collected to support the CSA.)
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CSA 143 BUDGET BALANCES

YEAR:::

• ■ F\B AVAllAtBLE...::-. .• • USED FOR-NEXT:

AT'END'OF-FY^=-#^'.

...

DRY PERIOD.

FYBUDGET--- .^;

• FUNDING "

S 45,065

S 31,306

522,524

96,145

1,059,078

1,009,796

50,182

1989-90

2,432,146

1,149,514

- 1,282,632

1990-91

2,647,273

■ 1,500,000

1,147,273

1991-92

2,505,302

1,400,000

1,105,302

1992-93

2,179,370*

256,945

317,338

1986-87

$ 78,371

1987-88

818,669

1988-89

Distributed:

- .

$1,399,739

City of Murrieta

574.283

CSA 143

1,974,022
Reserved for Encumbrance

S2.179.370

Total Distributed
4.

issue:

205.348

Explanation of why- revenues were consistently
overstated.

Response: Each fiscal year,- the CSA manager would request that

developers and merchant builders prepare a budget for their projected
developments for the next fiscal year, and for developments that were
turned over to CSA 143 during the current fiscal year. These budgets
included the cost for landscape maintenance, park maintenancsj open

space maintenance, street light costs, and trash collection (if applicable).
To this was added Regional Park and Cpen Space maintenance costs along
with the administrative overhead costs. Revenues were often overstated

because developers did not always meet their projected buiid-out which
resulted in assessments being collected on developed but unoccupied

property (property that had been legally subdivided but not yet built-out).
These fees were then used to offset the parcel charges in the next fiscal

year, thus, reducing the assessments to the homeowners and developers
the following year.
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5.

Issue:

Review of the decision to establish CSA 143 as a
County Service Area instead of a Community
Services District (CSD).

ResDonse: in 1985, the consulting firm of Ghristensen and Wallace

prepared a feasibility study and justification report for the proposed
formation for the Alta Murrieta Service Area(CSA 143). They concluded that

a Community Service District has all the powers for the provision of service
that a County Service Area has, butthat it could not be used iri this instance
because the formation of a CSD requires a petition by the registered voters

living in the affected area. Since this development was uninhabited at the
time, this alternative was not available.

6.

Issue:

Elaborate on the previously raised questions of an
alternative funding/administrative mechanism to
serve in place of CSA 143.

Potion #1: Activate the dormant Homeowners Association (HOA).

In 1986, when CSA 143 was initially established, it was recognized that the
mainteriance activities would be both expensive and far-reaching It was
further determined that the enabling statute for CSAs was being reviewed in
Sacramento and could potentially be modified in a manner that would inhibit

the ability of the County to collect the necessary revenue to perform the
required maintenance on slopes, median,pocket parks and other landscape
areas within a given development.

Accordingly,there was created the concept ofthe dormant HCA,which was
' ultimately approved by the Department of Real Estate for California. The
dormant HCA was required to develop an approved set of conditions,
covenants, and restrictions (C,C & R's) which could be activated by the

County. Such activation would occur when the County determined it was
either incapable or unwilling to continue collection ofthe assessments within
a given development.

Were the County to require activation of a dormant HCA, it would be

necessary to convey the property previously accepted by the County back
to the Association. Thereafter, the Association would have to develop a
basis for collections of the needed assessment, as well as provide for the
actual maintenance.

CSA 143
Page 7

October 29, 1993

It is noted that the original concept of CSA 143 wasto provide an alternative
to HOAs which had previously proven to be cumbersome and often
ineffective in performing actual maintenance, collection of dues/fees and

providing general leadership. It is further noted that many of the services
performed by CSA 143 are regional in scope and cannot be performed by
an HCA. The operation of a Regional Sports Complex requires an entity
capable of assessing in an area greater than a single HCA. Provision of
trash collection, bike lanes, flood facilities, and open space buffer zone

functions requires a more regional basis for collection offees/assessments,
and could not be performed by individual HCAs. The scope of the work
and the requirement of jurisdiction over territory overlapping numerous
developments makes activation of the dormant HCA an extremely limited
solution.

It should be further recognized that many parcels within CSA 143 are not
included within developments subject to a dormant HCA. Therefore, even
if some associations were activated, these parcels would continue to fall

within the jurisdiction of CSA 143, creating a dual jurisdiction situation and
preventing orderly development/maintenance of the area.
Option #2: Annex to Valley-Wide Recreation and Park District.

The Director of Valley-Wide Recreation and Park District has stated that the
area is too geographically separated from the District to be served
efficiently.
Therefore,this option is not viewed as a viable alternative at
this time.

Option #3: Form a Community Service District.

This would create a new level of government insofar as a CSD is considered

a quasi-municipality, lacking only the function of land use planning. As an
independent district^ it would have its own board of directors and essentially
perform the same activities as the current CSA.

The formation of a CSD requires a petition signed by at least 10% of the
registered voters within the proposed district. If such petition is signed by
less than 80% of the registered voters within the proposed district, actual

formation is subject to confirmation by the registered voters within the
affected territory. From the foregoing, it is beyond the power of the County
to create such a district on its own motion.
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Option #4: 1972 Landscape and Maintenance Assessment District:

Pursuant to Streets and Highways Code Section 22525, a Landscape and
Lighting District may perform the following;

(a)

The installation or planting of landscaping.

(b)

The installation or construction of statuary, fountains, and other
ornamental structures and facilities.

(c)

The installation or construction of publio lighting facilities, including,
but not limited to, traffic signals.

(d)

The installation or construction of anyfacilities which are appurtenant
to any of the foregoing or which are necessary or convenient for the
maintenance or servicing thereof, including, but not limited to,

grading, clearing, removal of debris, the installation or construction
of curbs, gutters, walls, sidewalks, or paving, or water, irrigation,
drainage, or electrical facilities.

(e)

The installation of park or recreational improvements,including, but
not limited to, all of the following:

(1)

Land preparation, such as grading, leveling, cutting
and filling, sod, landscaping, irrigation systems,
sidewalks, and drainage.

(2)

Lights, playground equipment, play courts, and public
restrooms.

(f)

The maintenance or servicing, or both, of any of the foregoing.

(g)

The acquisition of land for park, recreational, or open-space
purposes.

(h)

The acquisition of any existing improvernent otherwise authorized
pursuant to this section.
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Formation of the District is through the provisions of the Streets and
Highways Code ("S & H") 22585 et seq. Such formation requires the
preparation of an engineering report (S & H 22585) and

preparation/approval of the appropriate resolution (S & H 22587).
Thereafter, a protest hearing must be conducted and written protest must
be evaluated (S & H 22588 et seq.).
As a practical matter, an assessment districtformed under these provisions
operates essentially the same as a CSA. Assessments would be levied

normally to fund the projects identified within the engineer's report and

collected "in the same manner as county taxes are collected"(S & H 22646).
Summarv and Conclusions:

-

A sampling of regional and zone charges indicates that fees were
appropriately allocated.

Trash collection fees were initially greater than actual costs, however,
surplus funds were used to partially offset the cost of trash collection in the
succeeding fiscal years.

Initially administrative charges were combined with park maintenance
charges. Beginning in FY 91-92 these charges were separated.
There is a need for stronger management control procedures for CSAs.
These procedures need to address, among other things, span of control,
reporting relationships, parcel fee appeals procedure and staff contact with
Board Members.

Revenues were often overstated because developers did not always meet
their build-out projections. These surplusfunds were used to partially offset
parcel fees in the succeeding fiscal year, thus, reducing assessments to
homeowners and developers the following year.
Alternative mechanisms to serve in place of CSA 143 do not appear to be
viable options at this time.
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Recommendation:

1.

Receive and file this report; and, direct the Administrative Office to establish
stronger management controi procedures for all CSAs.

2.

Direct the Administrative Office to audit overall CSA administration practices

including: organization and staffing, systems support, financial and
administrative controls, project managernent policies and procedures,
- ■ reporting requirements, and interdepartmental coordination.
Respectfully Submitted,

LARRY PARRlfeH(
Chief Administrati^ Officer
.Attachments
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TEMECULA COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR 1993/1994

1989

REVISED

JUNE 1993

MUNI FINANCIAL SERVICES,INC.

Temecula. OA 92590

3727 Buchanan, Suite 202
San Francisco, OA 94123

Tel:
Fax:

Tel:
Fax:

28765 Single Oak Dr., Second Floor
(909)699-3990
(909)699-3460
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OVERVIEW
A.

Introduction

The Temecuia Community Services District("District") was farmed in 1989 upon
incorporation of the City to Continue services previously provided by the County..
The City collects special rates and charges in order to provide services and
maintain the improvements within the District. The District has been formed and
the rates and charges established pursuant to Section 61621 of the Government
Code.

This Report describes the proposed rates and Charges per parcel for Fiscal Year
1993/94 based on the historical and estimated cost to provide services and
maintain improvements that provide a benefit to properties within the District.
Each parcel charged receives direct benefit from the District.

For the purposes of this Report, wherever the word "parcel" is used, it refers to an

individual property assigned its own assessment number. The County
Auditor/Controller uses assessment numbers when identifying those properties
that are charged for special district benefits.

A public hearing will be held to allow the public an opportunity to hear and be

heard regarding the District. After the public hearing,the Board of Directors may
order the modification ofthis Report. After approval of this Report, as submitted
or as modified, the Board shall order the levy and collection of rates and charges
for Fiscal Year 1993/94. In such case,the rate and charge information will be
submitted to the County Auditor/Controller. The County Auditor/Controller will
include the rates and charges on the property tax roll for Fiscal Year T993/94.
B.

Description of the District and Services

The District provides certain services and the maintenance of specific
improvements within public rights-of-way and dedicated landscape easements
throughout the City.

The District consists of six separate service levels providing services within
certain areas throughout the City. Each parcel is grouped within one or more
service levels based upon its location and the quantity and type of services

provided within that area. Each service level has differing costs depending upon
the various services providing benefits to the parcels within the level. Each parcel
is charged its fair share of the costs Ofthe services providing beneftt.
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Services and Improvements provided include the construction and maintenance

of community parks, recreation programs,street lighting, median landscape
maintenance, perimeter landscape maintenance,slope protection, a recycling and
refuse collection program,and road improvement construction and maintenance.

Table I below lists the various Service Levels within the District along with the
total levy budget, charge per equivalent dwelling unit(EDU)as compared to the
1992/93 fiscal year, along with the 1993/94 total EDU,and the total number of
parcels within each Service Level.
TABLE I

SERVICE LEVELS

i:

1

■i

i

S^HVICBL^VEL.

■ .

■■ ■

1992/93. . . 1
T6^

i Budget

1 Community Services, Parks, and il $2,164,534
Recreation

^: per £DL/ #Is: Budget

1

Service Level A Arterial Street

154.//6

{ Lighting and Medians
Service Level B Residential

»

\ Street Lighting

I

98,040

j]

233,953

Recycling and Refuse

0

6,210

6,210 1

50.00 11

1

0

523

523 i:

93.00 ll
120.00 j|

0
0

895

895 i;

1,144

1.144 Ii

179.00 11

0

984

984 H

165.00 1

$5.88

8,362

8,362 1!

$0.00 1

N/A

137,280

179.00 1 176,136
$159.12 j 1,379,730

| $1,250,365

||

1 Service Level R Roads

30.88 1

120.00 i

||

i

perLevei:^ i perLevef ill
37,622.39
14,361

191,765

83,235 )

Rate Level #3

S5.90

14,361 i

93.00 1

Rate Level #4

$64.20 1

i

||

i

SO

Exhibit A below illustrates the relationship of those parcels located within each of
the six Service Levels.
EXHIBIT A
PARCELS BY SERVICE LEVEL

15000/^Z
10000

5000

m

Z_Z7
CSP

ii

37,622.39

26,150

1

i- :perEDUi^;

•

Parce/s--:;-;i

0

50.00 j

|j
j)

Jncreasey \ Tdtal.EDU%

4.18 1

5,550
96,162

Rate Level #1
Rate Level #2

Service Level D Citywide

$58.30 1 $2,415,360
4.18 1 157,304
30.88 1

1 Landscaping and Slopes:

,

: ■ -Charge >:

192,650

|

Service Level C Local

1

. 1993/94.: ,;

Charge®

LEVEL A LEVEL B LEVEL C LEVEL D LEVEL R
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MFS
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT
A description of the current Service Levels within the District is listed below.

Community Services, Parks,and Recreation includes maintenance,service,
~and operations of all-public parks in the District. Most park construction is

""provided either by Developers as a condition oftheir residential projects or
Development Impact Fees. This Service Level also allows for the construction of
the Community Recreation Center and its debt service. Jn addition, this Service
Level provides funding for the various recreation programs throughout the City.
The following is a list of some of the City's Parks and Recreation facilities:
•Rancho California Sports Paii<

'Community Recreation Center

•Sam Hicks Monument Park
•Veterans Park

'Loma Linda Park
'Riverton Park

•Bahia Vista Park

'John Magee Park

•Calle Aragon Park

'Kent Hindergardt Memorial Park

•Teen Recreation Center

'Paloma Del Sol Park

•Senior Center

Service Level A,Arterial Street Lighting and Medians provides a benefit to all

parcels within the City through the servicing, operation, and maintenance of street
lighting and landscaped medians along arterial streets.
Service Level B, Residential Street Lighting provides a benefit to all single

family residential and vacant parcels within those tracts requiring servicing,
operation, and maintenance of local Street lighting.
Service Level C,Perimeter Landscaping and Slopes provides the servicing,

operation, and maintenance of perimeter landscaped areas and slopes within the
public right of way and dedicated easements within certain tracts. The level of
maintenance required within these tracts varies depending on operating costs and
therefore, four Rate Levels have been established.
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Table I! below shows a breakdown of the Tracts composing each Rate Level
within Service Level C, Local Landscaping and Slopes.
TABLE II
Service Level C Tracts

^Rate Level #1

: $50.00

ifTractName

ITract#

;|Presley Development
u

Ridgeview

23267-0

123267-1

;26861-1

:i

•i

jTraCt #-^ jjTractName
I.Martinique

20735-7

120735-9 ijSaddlewood

i:

f 23267-4
il

;:Rate Level#3 ;$120.00|Rate Level #4

Rate Level #2

jiTractName

[Tract#

1

,23218

jiMeadowview

118518-0

ii

Signet Series

Ij

;20881-0

18518-2

121764-0

118518-3

• $179.00 ^
ITract#
21765
!20882-0

ii

20882-1

ii

20882-2

"li

1

jiRanpho Solana

Tract Narfie

26861-2

liWinchester Creek

;20130-0

122593-0

ii

,20130-1

120643-4

.The Summit

ID

:20643

i
jViiiage Grove

;20882-3
:21672-1

i

1

!

•22593-1

1

120130-2

122203

[21672-2

h

;22593-2

i

120130-3o

122203^

liThe Vineyards

;20879-0

j

120130-4

20879-1

1!

i'

j1;

ii

i

3

b

1

•

If
'i

122715-0

'f

[21672-4

i20130-5

122715-1
22715-2

1
11

:21674-0

i20130-6

il

1!<■

1

!i

[21672-3

■;

j21340-0
121340-1

Vintage Hiijs

ii

122716-0

'i

121674-1
;21674-2

<1

1

122716-1

ii

.21674-3

i!

j21340-2 ■il

:22716-2

:21675-1

i

;21340-3

;22716-3

121675-2

[22716-4

;21675-3

s
.Woodcrest Country

|21561

1

{22208

1

i

•1

I

i
il
ii
'!
ii ■

■

;22915-1
=22915-2

122915-3

1

j 21675-4

[22915-0
II

121675-5

1

21675-6

il

II

Service Level D, Citywide Recycling and Street Sweeping provides the
operations and administration of the refuse and recycling program and street
sweeping services for all single family residential homes.
Service Level R, Roads includes the construction and maintenance of streets
and roads throughout the City.
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CHANGES TO THE DISTRICT

For Fiscal Year 1993/94,changes within the District that affect the levy are
outlined below.
A.

Annexations

Annexations to Service Level C, Local Landscaping and Slopes are the parcels
within Tracts 26861-1,26861-2,23267-0,23267-1 and 23267-4(Presley
Development).
B.

Modifications ofthe District Structure

A new Service Level, Service Level R(Roads) has been added. This Service.
Level will provide funding for construction and maintenance of public streets and
roads throughout the City. No charges are proposed within Service Level R forthis fiscal year.

C.

District Budget Changes
The Community Services, Parks and Recreation Service Level rates have
increased due to the operations and maintenance costs of the Community
Recreation Center, as well as several neighborhood and community parks that
will be added to the City's park system. Service Level D has increased due
to an increase in the County landfill dumping costs and normal Consumer Price
Index(CPI)increases.
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DISTRICT BUDGETS
TABLE III

1993/94 DISTRICT BUDGETS
■TEMECULA COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT
i
i
|

iOPERATING BUDGET DEPARTMENT SUMMARY

;

|

iPOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,1993

j

j

j

i

1

1 Community |

|

1

1

j

Level A

Services

|

j Level 8 j

Level C

i

Number i

1901

1
1

!
i

•Salaries and Wages

51001

$456,8901

♦iPERS Retirement

5102i

$65,0691

$1,8801

$2,7401

$6,7101

iState Unemployment

5103|

$17,0211

$581

$847

$2,0731

jjMedicare PICA

5104|

$191

$279

$683!

PERSONNEL SERVICES

iAuto Allowance

5106]

^Unemployment Training Tax

5109|

IjWorkers Compensation

5112]

ilHealth Benefits

$13,200

$6,625!

192!

193:

1

i

i

:

$19,2391

$47,117!

■

■

Level R

i

$2,4001

;

f|Part-Time (Project)

1

191

r

!

Level D

Acct. j

i

j

'

•

Total

i
i

-

i

:

i

i

.

1

$536,446

■

$76,399

:

$20,522:.

i

$7,778

I

1

S2,400:;

$471

1

$536i'

i

$28,625:;

j1

$4571

$13

$19

$23,7361

$1,492

$189

$3,2081

$82,320!

$2,645

$2,940

$9,114!

;

$139,5581

1

i

$97,019!

;

;

$139,558;i

1

$5,235;i
$920,134^

1

5119]

j

5120

$5,2351

j

j

5126

S5.616i

i

!

$68,952!

$0i

$0!

i

1

!

i

1

!

i

\

1

511.000.

j

1

i

i

$116,000;

i

;

|Part-Time Retirement
Compensated Absences

$20,002]1

$804,927!

liTotal Personnel Services

i

t

^OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCEI
it

1

|Telephone Service (Cellular)
rjRepair & Maint. - Facilities

5208

$26,253

S5.616;

1

1

$11,0001
1

j

;
^

iMaintenance Supplies

i
1

5212
5218j

$116,0001
i

1

1

:

iOffice Supplies

!

52201

$19,0001

1

1

1

iPrinting

1

5222i

$30,0001

1

i

fLegal Documents/Maps

i

52241

$2,0001

1

1

.Dues and Memberships

i

52261

$2,5001

j

jiPubjications
jPostage and Packaging

:

SI,000!

1

1

!

1

52301

$6,0001

!

ijRent - Office

1

52341

$33,7501

1

;

Ipent - Equipment

1

$13,0001

j

1

i

;

$10,380!

1

1

;

;

S

i

•

$115,4731

i

$310,442

:

$10,00C

1

jjEquipment Lease

j

IjUtiiities
liSmall tools/Equipment

jUniforms

•

52281

52381

5239|

»

1

,

;

!

■

$186,9691

S8.000!

$10,000!

j

j

i

j

5243]

S6.000I

1

^

i

1

1

$2,000

!

$2,500

$1,000

52401
52421

$4,0001

$30,000

^ .

1
j

52441

so:.

$19,000,

!

ISigns

!

$6,000

=

$33,750

$13,000
•

$10,380

i

56,00C

i

i

$4,00C

:

$15,00C

1

.

i

52461

$15,0001

!

^Consulting Services

1

52481

I

j

'.Other Outside Services

;

5250]

$243,9501

!

!

52541

S5,000i

I

ilLegal Services
j!

—

Advertising

.

.
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'
;

1

;

$C
S243,95C

i

•

$5.00C

TEMECULA COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT

OPERATING BUDGET DEPARTMENT SUMMARY

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,1993

Community i

j

Services

i

Level A

j

{ Level B {
I-'-

Number!

190:

191!

•
Level C

i

!
Level D

i

Level R :

■

Total

1

1921

193:

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE,CONTINUED

52561

Sl.OOOi

si.ooo:i

:.Conference Education

52581

S8,000;

$8,000:;

^Meetings in Town

;Public Notices

52601

$2,000!

S2.000U

Mileage

5262!

$3,500:

$3,500.:

Fuel Expense

5263]

S4,000l

$4,000-:

liBiueprints

5268!

$5001

$50011

jlRecreation Supplies

53001

$143,507!

$143,507:1

liArterial Street Lighting

55001

$121,302

[Landscape Maintenance

55101

$8,000

'Assessment Administration

5525!

iiWaste Hauling

55351

;CIP Assistant Engineer
•City Administration Charges

Newj

$58,3071

$155.2931

j

1

ri

iiLiability Insurance
ijVehicles

i

jjlnformation Systems

|1 ■

IjCopy Center

|1

[Facilities

|
1 •,

jTotal l.ntemal Services

{•CAPITAL OUTLAY
it

■Office Equipment
jjVehicles

[Equipment
liCIP - Projects

1

1

$353,849!

$1,419,000!

SO!

i

1

:

ii

;

■

$27,248!!

$26,5561

;

i

j

S26,556:j

i

i

$49,614:1

1

$22,613:i
$191,40811

$49,8141
$22,6131

1

1

■ !i

S65.177;

i

;

!11

$191,408!I

1

1

i

i

}

i

i

i

i

1

•'

|1

560011

$15,0001

|;
i1
;i

560211

$5,000!

1

I

5608!

.

i

1

5610!!

$22,000!

i

1

!:

■ 1

i

i!

59011

$505.0001

IjTotal Capital Outlay

!1 -

1!1

$547,0001

1

'

$3,187,3193

j

11

!

!

3

jTOTAL DISTRICT COSTS

$2,654,991!

IRECREATION REVENUE

176,5001

$0.i

$22,ooo::

1

0!

01

I

I

il
$5,000;:

1

1

.1

S15,000:|

.

!

$0i

.

'

$55.177:|

i

;

iiRESERVE FOR CONTINGENCY

BALANCE TO LEVY

S1S5.293n

$27,2481

'

: FUND BALANCE CARRY OVER

$1,419,000!;

I

$137,302! $165,5121

!

i!

$20,0003

$1,419,0001

$58,307.1

t

$1,111,6561

•iBond Proceeds

Il

$246,3761

i

; ' ■
>

Office Fumishings

i1
i1

$286.8141

$238,376!

$20,0001

55401

iTotal Operations and Maintenance

.^INTERNAL SERVICE FUNDS

$165,512

!

,

!

i

■

$0j

SOIj

1

$505,000:1

$0!

. $547,000!!

■

,

,

M

,:!

0!

o;

soil

$157,3041 S191.765j

$422,8011

$1,419,0001

$0!

$4,845,661;)

$157,3041

$422,8011

$1,379,730:

$01

$4.566.960-:

63,1311

$2,415,360:
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$191,765!

MFS
METHOD OF APPORTIONMENT
As in past years, the cost to provide services within the District will be fairly distributed
among each assessable property based upon the estimated benefit received by each
property. The benefit formula used is based upon the land use and size of a property.

Each property is assigned an Equivalent Dwelling Unit(EDU)factor that reflects the

property's land use and degree of benefit. Please refer to Appendix A for a complete
listing of land use codes and their associated EDU. The following is the formula used to
calculate each property's District charges.

Parcel EDU X Acres or Units X Charge per EDU = Parcel Charge

Table IV below reflects the levy calculations for various property types for each Service
Level.
TABLE !V

PARCEL CHARGE CALCULATIONS FOR

COMMUNITY SERVICES.PARKS,AND RECREATION

Parcel X^[ Chargedi;-

Property Type

Parcelt ; Multiplier

EDU . ■-'"Wper:;: .

Single Family Residential

1.00

$64.20

$64.20

Per Unit

Mult! Family Residential

0.75

$64.20'

$48.15

Per Unit

Agricultural

0.50

$64.20

$32.10

Per Acre

Single Family Vacant

2.00

$64.20

$128.40

Per Acre

Non-Residential Vacant

4.00

$64.20

3256.80

Per Acre

Non-Residential Improved

6.00

. $64.20

$385.20

Per Acre
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Property Type; ,

Parcel] X
eDU'

Charge^- =per

Parcel

Multiplier.

Charge

PARCEL CHARGE CALCULATIONS FOR
SERVICE LEVEL A

Single Family Residential

1.00

$4.18

$4.18

Per Unit

Multi Family Residential

0.75

$4.18

$3.14

Per Unit

Agricultural

0.50

$4.18

$2.09

Per Acre

$8.36

Per Acre

Single Family Vacant
Non-Residential Vacant

4.00

$4.18

$16.72

Per Acre

Non-Residential Improved

6.00

$4.18

$25.08

Per Acre

$30.88

Per Unit

or

b

o
PARCEL CHARGE CALCULATIONS
FOR

SERVICE LEVEL B

1.00

Single Family Residential

$30.88
00

PARCEL CHARGE CALCULATIONS FOR
SERVICE LEVEL C

Single Family Residential Rate C-1

1.00

$50.00

$50.00

Per Unit

Single Family Residential Rate C-2

1.00

$93.00

$93.00

Per Unit

Single Family Residential Rate C-3

1.00

$120.00

$120.00

Per Unit

Single Family Residential Rate C-4

1.00

$179.00

$179.00

Per Unit

$165.00

Per Unit

PARCEL CHARGE CALCULATIONS FOR

SERVICE LEVEL D

1.00

Single Family Residential

95

$165.00

Appendix G
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEAJEONGS

NOTICE IS HEKEBY GIVEN that on Tuesday, June 22, 1993, at 8:00 p.m., or as soon

thereafter as it may be heard at theTemecula Community Center,28816PujolStreet, Temecula,
California, the Board ofDirectors of the Temecula Community.Services District(the "TCSD")

will hold a public hearing on the levy and collection of rates and charges within the TCSD for

fiscal yearT993/1994, on the property tax roUs.

NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that on Tuesday, June 22, 1993, at 8:00 p.m., or as soon

thereafter as it may be heard atthe Temecula Community Center,28816PujolStreet,Temecula,
California, the Board of Directors of the TCSD wUl hold a pubUc hearing on the creation of a
new service level within the TCSD.

The Temecula Community Services District(TCSD)operates under the authority ofCommunity
Services District Law and provides parks and recreation, median and slope maintenance, street

lichtinc craffiti removal, and recycling and refuse collection services in the City of Temecula.
Ibe boundaries of the TCSD are the same as those of the City of Temecula, and the City
Council also serves as the Board of Directors of the TCSD.

Property owners in the City of Temecula only pay for the services that they actually r^eive
through separate rates and charges on their property tax bUl. The services provided by t e
TCSD are divided into five (5) service levels:

1.

rnTTimunitv Services. Parks and Recreaticu.

Operations, maintenance,

improvements,and administration ofthe City communityparkssystem,recreation
facilities, programs, and activities.

2.

.Service Level A - Arterial Street Lights. Medians and Graffiti Removal,

Operations, maintenance, utility costs, and administration of aU arterial street

lights, medians, traffic signals, and city-wide graffiti removal.
3

Service I^evel B - Residential Street Lights. Operations, maintenance, utility
costs and administration of aU residential street lights.

4.

Service Level C-Perimeter Laudscanin?and SlopeMaintenance, Operations,
maintenance, utility costs, improvements, and administration for all perimeter

landscaping and slope maintenance areas maintained by the TCSD.
5

Service Level D - Refuse Collection. Recvcling and Street Sweeping.

Operations and administration of the refuse and recycling program, and street
sweeping services for all single family residential homes.
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Aj^ CHARGES FOR FY 1993-94

Attached is an estimate that shows the proposed rates and charges that you will be required to

pay for,the next fiscal year. These charges are based on the Engineer's Report for Collection
of Rates and Charges for Fiscal Year 1993-94 (the "Report"), which is on file with the City
Clerk. The TCSD Board preliminarily adopted the Report on May 25, 1993. A copy of the

Report is available for public viewing at City Hall, 43174 Business Park Drive, Temecula,
California, Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
**

The attached estimate of the rates and charges for your property is provided for your
information and convenience. The amount shown in the Report on file at the City
Clerk's Office are actual amounts, and the Report shall be controlling over any
discrepancy with the actiial estimate.


RATES AND CHAROES APPEAL PROCESS

Any property owner subject to the rates and charges, may request a review of the rate and
charge on their property by filing a written appeal in accordance with City guidelines, with
TCSD Secretary, (City Clerk) before 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 1, 1993. Any property
owner subject to a rate and charge who believes that payment of all or a portion ofthe rate and

charge would create a hardship for such property owner during fiscal year 1993-94, may file a
written hardship appeal in accordance with City guidelines, with the TCSD Secretary (City
Clerk) before 4:30 p.m. oh July 1, 1993.

TCSD BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993-94 (.Tulv 1. 1993 to .Tune 30. 1994)

The proposed budget for the TCSD is as follows:

Community Services/Parks

$2,708,290.00

Service Level A

326,533.00

Service Level B

191,765.00

Service Level C

453,881.00

Service Level D

1.419.000.CX)

Total TCSD Budget For FY 1993-94
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$5,099,469.00

At the Public Hearing on the creation of Service Level R, any person owning property within

the proposed Service Level R boundaries will be given an opportunity to be heard concerning
such person's opinion against or in favor of creating Service Level R. Any written protests
against the creation of Service Level R must be submitted to the TCSD Secretary before the
public hearing begins. If fifty percent (50%) or more of the registered voters within the

proposed Service Level R boundaries, or the owners within the Zone R boundaries, file written
protests, the TCSD must abandon the proceedings to create Service Level R.

PTTRTJC WORKSHOPS

Two community workshops will be held to answer questions and concerns prior to the Public
Hearing. These workshops will be held on Thursday,June 10, 1993 at 6:00 p.m.and Saturday
June 12, 1993 at 10:00 a.m. Both workshops wUl be held at-the Teen Recreation Center,27870
Front Street, Suite D-4, Temecula, Califomia. These workshops are intend^ to provide
additional mformation concerning the proposed rates and charges, and the public is encouraged
to attend.

OTTRSTIONS AND INQUIRIES

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact the Community Services Department
at(909)694-6480. If a staff member is not available, every effort wiU be made to return your

phone callas quickly as possible. Thank you for taking the timeto review thisinformation,and
we are looking forward to serving you.
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mOHLIGHTS OF THIS YEAR'S RATES AM)CHARGES(All rates and charges are on
an annual basis)

Comiouhitv Services/Parks. For single farnily residents, this rate and charge is proposed to

be S64.20, an increase of $5.90 per year. This increase is due to the expansion of community
recreation facilities and programs which include the current construction of the Community
Recreation Center at the Rancho California Sports Park and the construction of the Senior
Citizens Center. In addition, a 2-acre park is nearing completion at Loma Linda Road; a 1-acre

park and 9.2-acre park near Highway 79 South will be dedicated to the City this summer; a 9
acre park near Sparkman Elementary School with lighted fields for baseball and soccer will be
completed by late summer; a 5-acre park, east of Calle Medusa, is scheduled to begin
constihction this summer; and a 28.6 acre community park on Pala Road is anticipated to begin
construction within the next six months.

-•

Service Level A - Arterial Street Lights. Medians, and Graffiti Removal. For single famEy

residents, this rate and charge is proposed to be $8.28, an increase of $4.10. This increase is
due to the addition of arterial street lights, traffic signals and a new city-wide graffiti removal
program.

Service Level B - Residential Street Lights. The proposed rate of$30.88 for residential street
lighting win not increase from last year.

Service Level C - Slope Maintenance. No assessment increases are proposed for this service
level, however, decreases are proposed for some property owners.
Service Level D - Refuse. Recvcling. and Street Sweeping. For single family residents, this

rate and charge is proposed to be $165.00, an increase of $5.88. This is due to an increase in
County landfill dumping costs and normal Consumer Price Index(CPI)increases.
PROPOSED NEW SERVICE LEVEL



The TCSD Board of Directors proposes the Creation of Service Level R within the TCSD for
the construction, installation and maintenance of streets and roads. Service Level R boundaries

will be the same as the City boundaries. No rates and charges will be levied for Service Level
R in Fiscal Year 1993-94.
PUBLIC HEARING

At the Public Hearing on the TCSD Rates and Chargesfor FY 1993-94,the Board ofDirectors
will review and consider any protest received in writing by the City Clerk's Office prior to the
scheduled hearing. The Board will also listen to public comments by all interested individuals
concerning the proposed rates and charges of the TCSD for FY 1993-94.
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